
June 2022 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the June 2022 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

There are some great titles on various vertebrate groups. Starting with fish, we have stock of the fourth edition of
Europe and Mediterranean Marine Fish Identification Guide, published by Editions Eugen Ulmer. Moving on to mammals, Pelagic Publishing will release
The Barbastelle Bat Conservation Handbook while Comstock is publishing the Pocket Guide to the Mammals of Costa Rica, both due in November. Regarding birds, we
have two UK-focused books: RSPB ID Spotlight: Ducks, Geese and Swans, due this month from Bloomsbury, and the privately published
A Haven for Farmland Birds: The Unexpected Treasures of a Small Patch of Arable Land in the Cambridge Green Belt. Bloomsbury will furthermore publish one foreign
guide in November, Birds of Bali, Sumatra and Java, while Low-Carbon Birding, due in September from Pelagic Publishing, examines the impact of international
birdwatching.

On the subject of insects and other invertebrates, we have an excellent spread of books. Entomologists can look out for a new handbook from the Royal Entomological
Society in July, Volume 9, Part 8: Fungus Gnats (Diptera: Mycetophilidae, Mycetophilinae). Other notable insect titles are Discovering Scotland’s Butterflies, due in October
from NatureBureau; RSPB ID Spotlight: Garden Bugs, due this month from Bloomsbury; and A Photographic Field Guide to the Dragonflies & Damselflies of Singapore,
due in October from John Beaufoy. For other invertebrate groups, we have Synopses of the British Fauna, Volume 63: Marine Gastropods 4: Heterobranchia 1, due this
month from the Field Studies Council; A Guide to Land Snails of Australia, due in July from CSIRO; and
Earthworms: Photographic Guide to the Species of Northwestern Europe from Dutch publisher Jeugdbondsuitgeverij, which is now in stock.

For botanists we have two noteworthy books. First is
Retaining Nature’s Little Secrets: A Guide to the Important Plants and Tropical Important Plant Areas of the British Virgin Islands was published by Kew in 2019 but has not
been widely publicised. Second is the paperback of The Arbornaut: A Life Discovering the Eighth Continent in the Trees Above Us, due in August from Allen & Unwin.

There are some phenomenal books in the pipeline on the topics of conservation, biodiversity, and other environmental issues. Two new entries in the
Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation series from Cambridge University Press are Impacts of Human Population on Wildlife: A British Perspective, due in June, and
Conservation Translocations, due in November. Princeton University Press is publishing The New Natural History of Madagascar in November, a large 2-volume work that
is the second edition of The Natural History of Madagascar that was originally published in 2004. Sinauer, meanwhile, is publishing the third edition of its textbook
An Introduction to Conservation Biology in June, while CSIRO has announced Wildlife Research in Australia: Practical and Applied Methods for July. Lastly, two titles due
in August from Bloomsbury are Wilder: How Rewilding is Transforming Conservation and Changing the World and Philip Lymbery's
Sixty Harvests Left: How to Reach a Nature-Friendly Future.

A final smattering of titles cover diverse topics. Oxford University Press will publish Competition Theory in Ecology in September as part of  their
Oxford Series in Ecology and Evolution. HarperCollins finishes its anniversary reissue of David Attenborough's Life trilogy in November with
The Trials of Life: A Natural History of Animal Behaviour. Penguin will publish the paperback of The Dawn of Everything: A New History of Humanity this month. And those
looking to make an escape from their armchair or desk will be well served by Bloomsbury's
Wildlife Walks: Get Back to Nature at More Than 475 of the UK's Best Wild Places, which is due in August.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch. In the
meantime, stay safe and keep well.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Earthworms
Photographic Guide to the Species of Northwestern Europe
Anne Krediet(Author)
Earthworms are essential in ecology and agriculture. Their burrowing allows more water and air
to enter the soil. They speed up the breakdown of dead plants as they mix soil and leaves. It is
therefore surprising that very little is known about...

43 pages | colour photos | Jeugdbondsuitgeverij

Paperback #250508 2020 9789051070651 £6.99

La Familia Hesperiidae en la Península Ibérica [The Family Hesperiidae in the Iberian
Peninsula]
Ángel Blázquez Caselles(Author), Víctor Ángel Garretas Muriel(Author), M Teresa Santamaría
Hernández(Author)
This is probably the most precise and remarkable published work on the Iberian butterfly family
Hesperiidae. Through photographs, the biological cycles of the 30 species recorded in Iberian
Peninsula are shown, including egg, caterpillar, food plant,...

447 pages | colour photos | EnClaveNatura

Paperback #257139 2020 9788409098613 £175.00

The Freshwater Gastropods of the West-Palaearctis, Volume 3
Hydrobiidae – Identification Key, Anatomy, Ecology, Distribution
Peter Glöer(Author)
The Freshwater Gastropods of the West-Palaearctis, Volume 3 covers the mollusc family
Hydrobiidae. This is the most diverse family in the West Palaearctis with 148 genera and more
than 740 species which have been depicted here with nearly 2050...

596 pages | 867 colour photos, b/w line drawings, and colour distribution
maps | Biodiversity Research Lab, Hetlingen

Hardback #257165 2022 £145.00

Orthopteran Zoology
How to Keep Grasshoppers, Crickets, and Katydids
Orin McMonigle(Author)
Brightly iridescent grasshoppers, feeder crickets, thorny predatory katydids, tattered leaf
katydids, spidery cave crickets, and rotund king crickets are just some of the fantastic
members of the Order Orthoptera. Grasshoppers and their allies...

194 pages | colour photos | Coachwhip Publications

Hardback #257229 2021 9781616465162 £52.50
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Marine Mussels
Ecology, Physiology, Genetics and Culture
Elizabeth Gosling(Author)
Marine Mussels: Ecology, Physiology, Genetics and Culture provides readers with in-depth,
fully up-to-date information on all major aspects of marine mussels. Written by an
internationally renowned expert in the field, this authoritative volume...

880 pages | illustrations | John Wiley & Sons

Hardback #257239 2021 9781119293903 £178.00

Accrescimenti, Volume 11 [English / Italian]
Stages of Growth of the Marine Molluscs of the Mediterranean Sea / Stadi di Accrescimento dei
Molluschi Marini del Mediterraneo
Maria Scaperrotta(Author), Stefano Bartolini(Author), Cesare Bogi(Author)
This volume completes a series that thanks to its content has been so successful not only for
collectors who carefully follow the shells of the Mediterranean but for all malacologists who
have some interest in the growth stages of molluscs. With the...

160 pages | colour photos | Mostra Mondiale Malacologia

Hardback #257243 2022 8886070140(11 £94.99

Chironomidae (Diptera) of Ireland
A Review, Checklist and their Distribution in Europe
Declan A Murray(Author), James P O'Connor(Author), Patrick J Ashe(Author), Thomas
Bolger(Foreword By)
Studies on the Irish Chironomidae are briefly reviewed. A checklist of 520 species and 20
species-level taxa is provided. Chironomus striatus Strenzke, 1959 is removed from the Irish
list. Summary distribution data are given with accompanying maps...

416 pages | 25 plates with colour & b/w illustrations; 1042 b/w line
drawings | Irish Biogeographical Society

Paperback #257257 2018 9780955080692 £39.99

Atlas of the Irish Trichoptera (Caddisflies)
James P O'Connor(Author)
Since the publication of A Catalogue and Atlas of the Caddisflies (Trichoptera) of Ireland and A
National Grid Atlas of the Irish Caddisflies (Trichoptera), further progress has been made in
mapping the distribution of the Irish caddisflies. Records...

168 pages | 5 colour photos, 3 colour maps, 156 b/w distribution maps |
Irish Biogeographical Society

Paperback #257258 2021 9781916421813 £16.99

Fauna Sinica: Insecta, Volume 75: Coleoptera: Histeroidea, Sphaeritidae, Synteliidae
and Histeridae
Zhong Hongzhang(Author)
The present work studies the taxonomy of the superfamily Histeroidea of China. This is a very
important superfamily of the Polyphaga beetles in the order Coleoptera and represents a
special clade of Staphyliniformia. Histeroidea currently includes...

720 pages | ~2000 b/w line drawings | Science Press

Hardback #257260 2022 9787030717399 £210.00

COLOSS BEEBOOK, Volume 3
Standard Methods for Apis mellifera Hive Product Research
Vincent Dietemann(Editor), Peter Neumann(Editor), Norman L Carreck(Editor), James D
Ellis(Editor)
The COLOSS (Prevention of honey bee COlony LOSSes) BEEBOOK is a unique venture that
aims to standardise methods for studying the honey bee. It is a practical manual intended for
scientists, extension specialists and beekeepers, compiling standard...

464 pages | colour & b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | International
Bee Research Association

Paperback #257334 2021 9781913811051 £84.99

A Photographic Field Guide to the Dragonflies & Damselflies of Singapore
Robin Ngiam(Author), Marcus Ng(Author)
A Photographic Field Guide to the Dragonflies & Damselflies of Singapore is a fully
comprehensive field guide to the 136 species of dragonfly and damselfly found in Singapore.
With stunning, close-up photographs from the authors, each species is...

340 pages | 700 colour photos | John Beaufoy Publishing

Hardback #257359 Oct-2022 9781912081400 £39.99

Up, Up and Away
The Flight of Butterflies & Other Insects
John Brackenbury(Author)
Through the use of novel photographic techniques, the author gives us an 'insect-eye view' of
the world of flying insects. By presenting them in the wider landscape they inhabit, rather than
at the end of a close-up lens, the author...

152 pages | colour photos | Brown Dog Books

Hardback #257368 2022 9781839524806 £24.99

All You Need to Know About Spiders
Wolfgang Nentwig(Author), Jutta Ansorg(Author), Angelo Bolzern(Author), Holger
Frick(Author), Anne-Sarah Ganske(Author), Ambros Hänggi(Author), Christian Kropf(Author),
Anna Stäubli(Author)
Spiders are super predators and devour everything they can overpower. To do this, they have
developed incredibly good catching techniques and, with spider silk, a tool that makes material
technology green with envy. The males are usually smaller than...

245 pages | 151 colour & 12 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257374 2022 9783030908805 £17.99

Communication Between Honeybees
More than Just a Dance in the Dark
Jürgen Tautz(Author)
During the history of bee research, scientists have peered deep into the inner life of bee
colonies and learned much about the behaviour of these insects. Above all, the bee waggle
dance has become a famous and extensively discussed phenomenon....

128 pages | 49 colour & 5 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257376 Jul-2022 9783030994839 £17.99

Discovering Scotland’s Butterflies
Paul Kirkland(Author)
Scotland is an exciting place for butterfly-watching. The rapidly changing distribution of many
species creates an enthralling environment for recorders and nature-lovers, while remote glens
and islands undoubtedly hold undiscovered...

272 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | NatureBureau

Hardback #257397 Oct-2022 9781874357995 £24.99

A Guide to Land Snails of Australia
John Stanisic(Author), Darryl G Potter(Author), Lorelle Stanisic(Author)
Australia's native land snails are an often-overlooked invertebrate group that forms a significant
part of terrestrial biodiversity, with an estimated 2500 species present in Australia today.A
Guide to Land Snails of Australia is an overview of...

184 pages | 230 colour & 7 b/w photos, 5 illustrations | CSIRO

Paperback #257416 Jul-2022 9781486313525 £37.50
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Habitats & Ecosystems

Illustrated Catalogue of the Leaf Beetles of New Caledonia / Catalogue Illustré des
Chrysomèles de Nouvelle-Calédonie (Coleoptera, Chrysomelidae)
Christian Mille(Author), Pierre Jolivet(Author), Sylvie Cazeres(Photographer)
Until now, the information concerning the beetles of New Caledonia was scattered, and in
some cases, old and not very accessible. It was, therefore, necessary to bring them together in
a single book and make them available to as many people as...

156 pages | colour photos | Calédo Livres

Paperback #257420 2022 £69.99

RES Handbook, Volume 9, Part 8: Fungus Gnats (Diptera: Mycetophilidae,
Mycetophilinae)
Peter Chandler(Author)
This RES Handbook to British Insects covers the subfamily Mycetophilinae of the family
Mycetophilidae, commonly known as the fungus gnats. Most are found in forests and other
wooded habitats, as might be expected since the larval development of many...

350 pages | colour photos | Royal Entomological Society

Paperback #257432 2022 9781910159071 £54.99

SBF Volume 63: Marine Gastropods 4: Heterobranchia 1
Geoffrey D Wigham(Author)
Marine gastropods 4 covers all the marine heterobranchs, except the Sacoglossa and
Nudibranchia. The popular names for these molluscs include sea hares and sea slugs.In
addition, this volume includes a key to all families of shelled marine gastropods...

200 pages | b/w line drawings | Field Studies Council (FSC)

Paperback #257433 Jun-2022 9781908819772 £39.99

The Agony of an American Wilderness
Loggers, Environmentalists and the Struggle for Control of a Forgotten Forest
Samuel A MacDonald(Author)
From the publisher:"The Allegheny National Forest, Pennsylvania, exists on what might have
been the most heavily exploited landscape in the history of civilization. Careful stewardship
over the last eight decades has transformed it into a...

200 pages | no illustrations | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257283 2005 9780742541580 £31.99

Arctic Ice Shelves and Ice Islands
Luke Copland(Editor), Derek Mueller(Editor)
This book provides an overview of the current state of knowledge of Arctic ice shelves, ice
islands and related features. Ice shelves are permanent areas of ice which float on the ocean
surface while attached to the coast, and typically occur in very...

422 pages | 77 colour & 64 b/w photos and illustrations, 62 tables |
Springer Nature

Paperback #257202 2018 9789402414882 £99.99
Hardback #241928 2017 9789402410990 £139.99

Miombo Woodlands in a Changing Environment
Securing the Resilience and Sustainability of People and Woodlands
Natasha Ribeiro(Editor), Yemi Katerere(Editor), Paxie Chiriwa(Editor), Isla Grundy(Editor)
Based on work by the Miombo Network in southern Africa, Miombo Woodlands in a Changing
Environment helps decision-makers and general readers alike improve their understanding of
the socio-ecology of the Miombo woodlands across southern Africa. It...

245 pages | 38 colour & 19 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #257442 2021 9783030501068 £89.99
Hardback #252259 2020 9783030501037 £119.99

Canopy of Titans
The Life and Times of the Great North American Temperate Rainforest
Paul Koberstein(Author), Jessica Applegate(Author)
Canopy of Titans examines the global importance of the Pacific Coastal Temperate Rainforest
that stretches from Northern California to Alaska. It catalogs the threats to this vital
environmental resource.The product of years of on-the-ground...

235 pages | b/w photos | OR Books

Paperback #257030 Nov-2022 9781682193457 £19.99

Australian Wetland Cultures
Swamps and the Environmental Crisis
John Charles Ryan(Editor), Li Chen(Editor), Danielle Brady(Contributor), Rod
Giblett(Contributor), Christopher Kueh(Contributor), Philip Jennings(Contributor), Jeffrey
Murray(Contributor)
Among the most productive ecosystems on earth, wetlands are also some of the most
vulnerable. Australian Wetland Cultures argues for the cultural value of wetlands. Through a
focus on swamps and their conservation, the volume makes a unique...

286 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257211 2019 9781498599948 £76.99

Wetlands and Western Cultures
Denigration to Conservation
Rod Giblett(Author)
In Wetlands and Western Cultures: Denigration to Conservation, Rod Giblett examines the
portrayal of wetlands in Western culture and argues for their conservation. Giblett's analysis of
the wetland motif in literature and the arts, including in...

238 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257219 2021 9781793643452 £76.99

Urban Biodiversity
The Natural History of the New Jersey Meadowlands
Erik Kiviat(Author), Kristi MacDonald(Author), Robert E Schmidt(Contributor)
With disruptions such as climate change and urbanization and large-scale declines in many
plants and animals, humans must learn to coexist with other species. In a case study of urban
biodiversity, Erik Kiviat and Kristi MacDonald present two decades...

470 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257224 Jun-2022 9781498599917 £104.00

Wetland Delineation Manual
US Army Environmental Laboratory(Author)
The EPA issued a notice on January 19, 1993, declaring that the agency will now use this
1987 Corps of Engineers manual to identify wetlands. The manual presents approaches and
methods for identifying and delineating wetlands for the purposes of...

170 pages | Government Institutes

Paperback #257256 1987 9780865873674 £90.99
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Natural History

Forest Futures
Science, Politics, and Policy for the Next Century
Karen B Arabas(Editor), Joe Bowersox(Editor)
Forest Futures is an exciting collection of original essays written by leading scientists, policy
analysts, public lands managers, and advocates that addresses four related issues regarding
the future of our nation's forests: ideas and practices...

392 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257261 2004 9780742531352 £43.99

Wetland Mitigation
Mitigation Banking and Other Strategies for Development and Compliance
Mark S Dennison(Author), James A Schmid(Contributor)
In the US, protection, restoration, or replacement of lost wetland functions and values is
required for most development projects affecting these valuable and endangered ecological
zones. Mitigation can take the form of avoiding and minimizing...

305 pages | Government Institutes

Paperback #257290 1997 9780865875340 £113.00

Spoil Island
Reading the Makeshift Archipelago
Charlie Hailey(Author)
Is there an allure to spoiled places? Spoil islands are overlooked places that combine dirt with
paradise, wasteland with "brave new world," and wildness with human intervention. Although
they are mundane products of dredging, these islands...

336 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257300 2013 9780739173060 £97.99

Wetlands
An Introduction
Theda Braddock(Author), Dianne Hennessey(Contributor)
Wetlands are a vital natural resource and an integral part of the ecosystem. Yet they are also
fraught with contention. Landowners, developers, ecologists, policymakers, and the courts
must all navigate a complex landscape that requires knowledge not...

112 pages | Bernan Press

Paperback #257337 2018 9781641432528 £92.99

The Dinaric Karst System of Croatia
Speleology and Cave Exploration
Mladen Garasic(Author)
This book offers readers a thorough introduction to the Dinaric Karst System in Croatia. As the
first comprehensive book on the country's caves and karst, it presents a wealth of fascinating
photographs from its karst underground. To date, ca....

437 pages | 445 colour & 4 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257338 2021 9783030805869 £109.99

Faunal Diversity in Ramsar Wetlands of India
Kailash Chandra(Author), Daizy Bharti(Author), Santosh Kumar(Author), C
Raghunathan(Author), Devanshu Gupta(Author), JRB Alfred(Author), Biswajit Roy
Chowdhury(Author)
Around the world, sustainable management and conservation practices aim to conserve and
minimise the loss of biodiversity found in wetlands. However, in India the documentation of the
various animal forms present in these wetlands does not exist, and...

354 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps | Zoological Survey of India

Hardback #257421 2021 9788181715678 £135.00

Management of Boreal Forests
Theories and Applications for Ecosystem Services
Seppo Kellomäki(Author)
This comprehensive textbook explores the boreal forests of Northern Europe, Finland, Sweden
and Norway. Students will gain an overview of the forest ecosystem and the services it
provides for modern society. From the production of timber to the...

717 pages | 18 colour & 41 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257435 2022 9783030880231 £109.99

Desert Landscapes and Landforms of Iran
Mehran Maghsoudi(Author)
This book offers a unique and highly illustrated overview of the desert geomorphology of Iran. It
describes the different landscapes and landforms of desert areas such as ergs and badlands
offering a comprehensive insight into typical fluvial and...

199 pages | 205 colour & 5 b/w photos and illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257447 2021 9783030589141 £129.99

The Trials of Life
A Natural History of Animal Behaviour
Sir David Attenborough(Author)
The third and final updated edition of David Attenborough's classic Life trilogy."This is, quite
simply, the best thing I've ever done," said Sir David Attenborough on the TV series, The Trials
of Life, upon which this book is...

320 pages | William Collins (HarperCollins imprint)

Hardback #256699 Nov-2022 9780008477837 £19.99

The New Natural History of Madagascar (2-Volume Set)
Steven M Goodman(Editor)
Separated from Africa's mainland for tens of millions of years, Madagascar has evolved a
breathtaking wealth of biodiversity, becoming home to thousands of species found nowhere
else on the planet. The New Natural History of Madagascar provides...

2328 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Princeton University
Press

Hardback #255886 Nov-2022 9780691222622 £99.99

Wildlife Detective
A Life Fighting Wildlife Crime
Alan Stewart(Author)
An insightful and humorous account of over 40 years policing a sector of criminal activity about
which much of the public and even some police officers are unaware. Salmon, deer and game
poachers, and the adventures encountered by each side in trying...

384 pages | 37 plates with colour photos | Thirsty Books

Paperback #257379 2022 9781739992200 £19.99
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Bradt Wildlife Guide: Sri Lankan Wildlife
Gehan de Silva Wijeyeratne(Author)
This new edition of Bradt Wildlife Guide: Sri Lankan Wildlife has been fully updated to reflect
all the most recent developments relevant to visitors to this beguiling island who come to watch
wildlife. Whale watching, now a major part of Sri...

144 pages | colour photos | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #257145 2022 9781784777500 £16.99

The Kew Book of Botanical Illustration
Christabel King(Author)
Kew is eminent worldwide in botanical science and the study and preservation of plant species,
and Christabel King has been doing illustrations for them for 40 years and is their foremost
botanical artist. Here she explains both scientific botanical...

128 pages | 228 colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations | Search
Press

Paperback #257172 Jul-2022 9781800920910 £14.99

Charles Darwin's On the Origin of Species
Sabrina Radeva(Author), Charles Darwin(Author)
The first ever picture-book retelling of Charles Darwin's On The Origin of Species; this
accessible work brings evolution to the younger generation through stylish illustrations and a
simple, easy-to-understand text. On The Origin of Species has...

64 pages | colour illustrations | Puffin Books

Paperback #257304 2022 9780141388519 £8.99

I Belong Here
A Journey Along the Backbone of Britain
Anita Sethi(Author)
"I knew in every bone of my body, in every fibre of my being, that I had to report what had
happened, not only for myself but to help stop anyone else having to go through what I did. I
knew I could not remain silent, or still, I could not stop...

320 pages | no illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #257272 2022 9781472983954 £10.99
Hardback #253170 2021 9781472983930 £16.99

The Arbornaut
A Life Discovering the Eighth Continent in the Trees Above Us
Meg Lowman(Author)
One of the world's first tree-top scientists, Meg Lowman is both a pioneer in her field – she
invented one of the first treetop walkways – and a tireless advocate for the planet. In a voice as
infectious in its enthusiasm as in its...

367 pages | 16 plates with colour & b/w photos; b/w illustrations | Allen &
Unwin

Paperback #257152 Aug-2022 9781911630500 £10.99
Hardback #253644 2021 9781911630494 £16.99

Small Bodies of Water
Nina Mingya Powles(Author)
Home is many people and places and languages, some separated by oceans.Nina Mingya
Powles first learned to swim in Borneo – where her mother was born and her grandfather
studied freshwater fish. There, the local swimming pool became her first...

272 pages | Canongate

Paperback #257158 2022 9781838852184 £9.99
Hardback #256169 2022 9781838852153 £14.99

Wood in Archaeology
Lee A Newsom(Author)
In this book, Lee A. Newsom offers an overview of wood in archaeology – how and where it is
preserved and analyzed, its relevance to paleoecological and paleoenvironmental questions,
as well as its role as an important source of information in...

300 pages | illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #257141 2022 9781107666894 £22.99
Hardback #257140 2022 9781107052062 £84.99

A Haven for Farmland Birds
The Unexpected Treasures of a Small Patch of Arable Land in the Cambridge Green Belt
John Meed(Author)
On the southern fringe of Cambridge beside the Biomedical Campus a group of felds have
become a haven for wildlife of the arable countryside, and above all for six threatened species
of iconic farmland birds.John Meed has studied these felds for over...

159 pages | 106 colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, and colour
maps | Independent Publishing Network

Paperback #257154 2022 9781800688216 £11.99

Animal Dreams
David Brooks(Author)
Animal Dreams collects David Brooks' thought-provoking essays about how humans think,
dream and write about other species. Brooks examines how animals have featured in
Australian and international literature and culture, from 'The Man from...

290 pages | b/w illustrations | Sydney University Press

Paperback #257159 2021 9781743327470 £27.99

The Parliament of Animals
Anecdotes and Legends from Books of Natural History, 1775-1900
Boria Sax(Author)
The Parliament of Animals represents a scholarly treatise on folkloric and literary narratives of
animals. Useful select bibliographies on zoology, literature, folklore and language conclude
these introductory comments which are followed by...

240 pages | Pace University Press

Hardback #257174 1992 9780944473078 £64.99

Fighting Nature
Travelling Menageries, Animal Acts and War Shows
Peta Tait(Author)
Throughout the 19th century, animals were integrated into staged scenarios of confrontation,
ranging from lion acts in small cages to large-scale re-enactments of war. Initially presenting a
handful of exotic animals, travelling menageries grew to...

302 pages | 3 colour & 5 b/w illustrations | Sydney University Press

Paperback #257177 2016 9781743324301 £33.50

Living Deep Ecology
A Bioregional Journey
Bill Devall(Author), Sing C Chew(Editor)
Living Deep Ecology: A Bioregional Journey is an exploration of our evolving relationship with a
specific bioregion. It is set in Humboldt County in northwestern California, in the Klamath-
Siskiyou bioregion. By focusing on a specific bioregion and...

114 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257192 2020 9781793631862 £64.99
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The Forgotten Botanist
Sara Plummer Lemmon's Life of Science and Art
Wynne Brown(Author)
The Forgotten Botanist is the account of an extraordinary woman who, in 1870, was driven by
ill health to leave the East Coast for a new life in the West – alone. At thirty-three, Sara
Plummer relocated to Santa Barbara, where she taught...

328 pages | 26 photos, 23 illustrations, 1 map | University of Nebraska
Press

Paperback #257223 2021 9781496222817 £22.99

Into the Wild
The Story of the World's Greatest Wildlife Photography
Gemma Padley(Author)
An epic visual story of wildlife photography's pioneers and world firsts. From some of the very
first pictures of wild lions and tigers on record and the first-ever underwater colour photograph,
right up to the spectacular images from the wildest...

256 pages | colour photos | Laurence King

Hardback #257236 2021 9781913947484 £39.99

The Everglades
Stories of Grit and Spirit from the Mangrove Wilderness
Anne McCrary Sullivan(Author), Holly Genzen(Author)
Everglades National Park's mangrove ecosystem, extending over 230,000 acres of south
Florida, is the most expansive in the western hemisphere and the largest continuous system of
mangroves in the world. Most of this mangrove area is remote,...

232 pages | colour photos | Pineapple Press

Hardback #257238 2021 9781683340928 £20.99

Wildlife Walks
Get Back to Nature at More Than 475 of the UK's Best Wild Places
Charlotte Varela(Author)
The definitive guide to Britain's stunning wildlife heritage, showcasing more than 475 walks
through the Wildlife Trust's forest, heaths, moors and woods.Published in conjunction with the
Wildlife Trusts, Wildlife Walks is a superb guide to...

304 pages | 400 colour photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #257266 Aug-2022 9781472986863 £16.99

A Greenhorn Naturalist in Borneo
Hans Breuer(Author), Chien Lee(Foreword By)
A Greenhorn Naturalist in Borneo is about natural history, travel in the tropics, life sciences,
and adventure, with the environment always in mind. It chronicles the nine years the author
spent with his family on that equatorial island. The...

256 pages | ~160 colour photos | Whittles Publishing

Paperback #257279 Oct-2022 9781849955089 £18.99

Drawn to the Wild
Paintings of New Zealand Birds
Nicolas Dillon(Illustrator)
Nicolas Dillon is one of New Zealand's leading wildlife artists, who has built a reputation over
the last 30 years for his masterful portraits of our wildlife, in particular birds. His evocative,
moody paintings are deeply considered observations...

144 pages | colour illustrations | Potton & Burton (formerly Craig Potton)

Hardback #257294 2020 9781988550169 £84.99

Down the Bay
A Natural and Cultural History of Abel Tasman National Park
Philip Simpson(Author)
Down the Bay is a natural and cultural history of Abel Tasman National Park, one of New
Zealand's most loved and popular national parks. A war-time baby, the park was created in
1942 to protect the wonderful sequence of beaches, headlands and...

312 pages | colour photos | Potton & Burton (formerly Craig Potton)

Hardback #257297 2018 9780947503932 £110.00

A Thousand Trails Home
Living with Caribou
Seth Kantner(Author)
A stunningly lyrical firsthand account of a life spent hunting, studying, and living alongside
caribou, A Thousand Trails Home encompasses the historical past and present-day, revealing
the fragile intertwined lives of people and animals surviving on...

320 pages | colour photos | Mountaineers Books

Hardback #257323 2021 9781594859700 £32.99

Embrace Fearlessly the Burning World
Essays
Barry H Lopez(Author), Rebecca Solnit(Introduction By)
An urgent, deeply moving final work of nonfiction from the National Book Award-winning author
of Arctic Dreams and Horizon, a literary icon whose writing, fieldwork, and mentorship inspired
generations of writers and activists.An ardent steward of...

352 pages | Random House Trade Books

Hardback #257331 2022 9780593242827 £31.99

The Correspondence of Charles Darwin, Volume 29: 1881
Charles Darwin(Author), Frederick Burkhardt(Editor), James A Secord(Editor), The Editors of
the Darwin Correspondence Project(Editor)
This volume is part of the definitive edition of letters written by and to Charles Darwin, the most
celebrated naturalist of the nineteenth century. Notes and appendixes put these fascinating
and wide-ranging letters in context, making the letters...

850 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #257346 Jun-2022 9781009233569 £94.99

On Assignment
Memoir of a National Geographic Filmmaker
James R Larison(Author)
The powerful narrative-driven memoir about a young married couple who grew up rural poor
but transformed themselves into world-travelling, wilderness-loving National Geographic
Society filmmakersAn exciting adventure story with personal drama and...

304 pages | Chicago Review Press

Hardback #257355 2021 9781641605205 £27.99

Beyond Cape Horn
Travels in the Antarctic
Charles Neider(Author)
Writer and Antarctic explorer Neider tells of his third trip to the frozen continent, describing the
international stations there and the goals they are working toward. Neider also tours the
Antarctic landscape, observing the geography and wildlife...

408 pages | Cooper Square Press

Paperback #257357 2002 9780815412359 £13.99
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Reference

Conservation & Biodiversity

Creative Flower and Plant Photography
Tips and Tricks for Taking Stunning Shots
Molly Hollman(Author)
This beautiful book explains the basics of composition and using your camera, but quickly
moves on to show you how to try many different flower photography techniques, both indoors
and out. Through clear step-by-step guides and stunning examples, it...

192 pages | 468 colour photos | Crowood Press

Paperback #257358 2022 9780719840531 £16.99

Photo Tales, Volume 2
Wildlife Photo Stories from Africa
Heinrich van den Berg(Editor), Philip van den Berg(Editor), Ingrid van den Berg(Editor)
Following the success of the wildly popular Photo Tales, HPH Publishing presents Photo
Tales, Volume 2. Showcasing extraordinary stories told by amateur photojournalists, Photo
Tales, Volume 2 reveals wonders of nature as seen through the camera...

128 pages | colour photos | HPH Publishing

Paperback #257370 2021 9780639831886 £14.99

The Secret Life of Butterflies
Roger Vila(Author), Rena Ortega(Illustrator)
A beautifully illustrated book on the fascinating lives of these delicate creatures. This glorious
guide uncovers the often surprising secret life of butterflies. Learn how to recognize the
different types of butterfly species, discover how they...

48 pages | colour illustrations | Thames & Hudson

Hardback #257436 2022 9780500653012 £12.99

Presenting Scientific Data in R
Creating Effective Graphs and Figures
Rosalind K Humphreys(Author), Graeme D Ruxton(Author)
Written primarily for students embarking on an undergraduate bioscience degree, this primer
provides an accessible, straightforward, and approachable guide to data presentation using R.
It offers valuable and widely applicable advice on how to choose...

208 pages | b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #257124 Jul-2022 9780198870470 £19.99

Eponym Dictionary of Fishes
Richard "Bo" Crombet-Beolens(Author), Michael Grayson(Author), Michael Watkins(Author)
The Eponym Dictionary is a series of brief but concise biographies of all those people after
whom fish have been named in both the vernacular and scientific names. It also covers names
which seem to be eponyms but are not, such as toponyms, names of...

1472 pages | Whittles Publishing

Hardback #257153 Jun-2022 9781849954983 £64.99

Computational Thinking for Life Scientists
Benny Chor(Author), Amir Rubinstein(Author)
Computational thinking is increasingly gaining importance in modern biology, due to the
unprecedented scale at which data is nowadays produced. Bridging the cultural gap between
the biological and computational sciences, this book serves as an...

400 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #257156 Jul-2022 9781316647592 £29.99
Hardback #257155 Jul-2022 9781107197244 £74.99

The Visible Universe
The Comprehensive Guide to the Best Deep-Sky Astrophotography Targets
Charles Bracken(Author), Max Whitby(Author), Christian Sasse(Foreword By)
The goal of this book is to help you choose, plan, and capture your best deep-sky images. This
is a reference guide for astrophotographers – both new and experienced – explaining when,
from where, and how the finest objects in the night...

252 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | NatureGuides

Hardback #257226 2022 9781916875432 £54.99

Historical Dictionary of the Green Movement
Miranda A Schreurs(Author), Elim Papadakis(Author)
There are very serious environmental problems facing the planet. Biodiversity loss has reached
unprecedented levels. Climate change is progressing so rapidly that within this century we are
likely to see substantial sea level rise. There has been...

480 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257242 2022 9781538169469 £37.99
Hardback #257241 2019 9781538119594 £84.99

Racing Green
How Motorsport Science Can Save the World
Kit Chapman(Author)
Racing Green is the story of how advances in motorsport science are changing the world,
helping it become smarter and more environmentally friendly.Motor racing is already one of the
most scientifically demanding sports: it involves a combination of...

320 pages | Bloomsbury Sigma (Bloomsbury imprint)

Hardback #257309 2022 9781472982179 £19.99

An Introduction to Conservation Biology
Anna A Sher(Author)
An Introduction to Conservation Biology is the only text designed for both aspiring conservation
biologists and non-majors who are interested in this topical field, providing up-to-date
perspectives on high-profile issues such as sustainable...

528 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Sinauer Associates

Paperback #257328 Jun-2022 9780197564370 £73.99

Experiencing and Protecting Sacred Natural Sites of Sámi and other Indigenous
Peoples
The Sacred Arctic
Leena Heinämäki(Editor), Thora Martina Herrmann(Editor)
This book focuses specifically on the experience and protection of indigenous, and particularly
Sámi sacred sites in the Arctic. Sacred sites are being increasingly recognized as important
reservoirs of Arctic cultural and biological...

192 pages | 17 colour photos and colour illustrations, 6 b/w illustrations |
Springer Nature

Paperback #257201 2018 9783319838915 £79.99
Hardback #241445 2017 9783319480688 £109.99
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Impacts of Human Population on Wildlife
A British Perspective
Trevor JC Beebee(Author)
Wildlife and the countryside are highly valued by people in the UK, and for good reason.
Healthy habitats are invaluable assets and promote human wellbeing. However, they are under
increasing threat from, among other things, relentless urban...

300 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #256660 Jun-2022 9781108984782 £29.99
Hardback #256659 Jun-2022 9781108833554 £79.99

Conservation Translocations
Martin J Gaywood(Editor), John G Ewen(Editor), Peter M Hollingsworth(Editor), Axel
Moehrenschlager(Editor)
Conservation translocation – the movement of species for conservation benefit – includes
reintroducing species into the wild, reinforcing dwindling populations, helping species shift
ranges in the face of environmental change, and moving...

400 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #257126 Nov-2022 9781108714570 £34.99
Hardback #257125 Nov-2022 9781108494465 £89.99

Red List of the Endemic and Subendemic Trees of Central Africa (Democratic Republic
of the Congo - Rwanda - Burundi)
Marc SM Sosef(Author), Roy E Gereau(Author), WR Quentin Luke(Author), Salvator
Ntore(Author), Murielle Simo-Droissart(Author), Tariq Stévart(Author), Wesley Tack(Author)
This book presents the results of the IUCN Red List evaluation of all 347 tree taxa with a
distribution confined to, or almost confined to, Central Africa (Democratic Republic of the
Congo – Rwanda – Burundi). As such, it is part of a...

334 pages | National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257222 2021 9789492663290 £27.99

Contesting Extinctions
Decolonial and Regenerative Futures
Suzanne M McCullagh(Editor), Luis I Prádanos(Editor), Ilaria Tabusso Marcyan(Editor),
Catherine Wagner(Editor), Alex Benson(Contributor), Leonardo E Figueroa
Helland(Contributor), Ryan Heryford(Contributor), Wesley Y Leonard(Contributor), Felix
Mantz(Contributor), Ilaria Tabusso Marcyan(Contributor), Marjolein Oele(Contributor), Lisa
Ottum(Contributor), Abigail Perez Aguilera(Contributor)
Contesting Extinctions: Decolonial and Regenerative Futures critically interrogates the
discursive framing of extinctions and how they relate to the systems that bring about biocultural
loss. The chapters in this multidisciplinary volume examine...

184 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257237 2021 9781793652812 £72.99

Secrets of Similipal
A Wonderland of Elephants and Melanistic Tigers
Debabrata Swain(Author), Sri Naveen Patnaik(Foreword By), Suresh Chandra
Mohanty(Preface By)
This book contains in-depth information on the state of Similipal forest in the Mayurbhanj
district in the Indian state of Odisha, based on nearly a decade of hands-on experience
managing this forest by the author. The text is organised into seven...

220 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, colour & b/w maps | Daya
Publishing House

Hardback #257249 2021 9789390435708 £62.99

The Politics and Economics of Park Management
Terry L Anderson(Editor), Alexander James(Editor), Stephanie Presber James(Contributor),
George R Hughes(Contributor), Donald R Leal(Contributor), Holly Lippke Fretwell(Contributor),
Sam Kanyamibwa(Contributor), Micheal JB Green(Contributor), Javier Beltran(Contributor),
Mariano L Merino(Contributor), Christopher Bruce(Contributor), Michael J 't Sas-
Rolfes(Contributor), Peter W Fearnhead(Contributor), Karl Hess, Jr.(Contributor)
The Politics and Economics of Park Management examines national protected area systems, in
both developed and developing countries, that have made a transformation from "fortress
parks" to a sustainable use model. The contributors –...

224 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257251 2001 9780742511569 £42.99
Hardback #257250 2001 9780742511552 £117.00

Biodiversity Conservation and Livelihood Management
Hrudayanath N Thatoi(Author), Priya Ranjan Debata(Author)
Similipal Biosphere Reserve is situated in the Mayurbhanj district of Odisha, India, and is the
natural home to a variety of animals and plants. This supports the livelihood of several tribal
villages located both within and outside of it. But with...

448 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; colour & b/w illustrations, b/w
maps | Daya Publishing House

Hardback #257253 2021 9789390435135 £89.99

Trends in Biodiversity
Floral, Faunal and Ecological Aspects
RC Sobti(Author), Kamil Jaiswal(Author), Suman Mishra(Author)
The source of this book are the contributions to and presentations at the International
Symposium on Biodiversity: Status, Utilization and Impact of Challenging Climatic Conditions
(ISB 2014) held in Lucknow, the capital of the Indian state of Uttar...

325 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, 1 b/w map | Narendra Publishing
House

Hardback #257254 2017 9789384337650 £99.99

Wilder
How Rewilding is Transforming Conservation and Changing the World
Millie Kerr(Author)
Wilder takes readers on a global rewilding journey, exploring innovative and eye-opening
projects led by a diverse group of passionate conservationists.Rewilding is a radical new
approach to wildlife conservation that offers remarkable potential. If...

320 pages | Bloomsbury Sigma (Bloomsbury imprint)

Hardback #257264 Aug-2022 9781472990389 £17.99

Practical Evaluation for Conservation Education and Outreach
Assessing Impacts & Enhancing Effectiveness
Katherine Clavijo(Author), Kathayoon A Khalil(Author), Judy Diamond(Foreword By)
Aimed as a US audience, Practical Evaluation for Conservation Education and Outreach:
Assessing Impacts & Enhancing Effectiveness presents a simple approach to using evaluation
to design, monitor and assess education and outreach. It is for...

192 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257278 2020 9781538109298 £28.99
Hardback #257277 2020 9781538109281 £64.99
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Human Activity, Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services in Protected Areas
Impacts and Remediation Strategies in Nech Sar National Park, Ethiopia
Molla Mekonnen Alemu(Author)
This book examines the development needs of protected areas with threatened ecological
biodiversity to gain a deeper understanding of the local perspective of protected area
ecosystems. The study focuses on the case of Nech Sar National Park in...

168 pages | 52 colour & 2 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257289 2021 9783030895709 £99.99

The Global Forest Goals Report 2021
Realizing the Importance of Forests in a Changing World
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs(Author)
The Global Forest Goals Report 2021 is the first flagship publication produced by the UN
Forum on Forests Secretariat of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs. The
publication presents an overview of progress towards achieving the Global...

114 pages | colour illustrations | United Nations

Paperback #257293 2021 9789211304282 £66.99

Zoo Diversity
A Study of Rajnandgaon-Kabirdham District, Chhattisgarh (India)
Krishna Nandan Prasad(Author), Sanjay Thiske(Author)
This book results from fieldwork and secondary data available after a first census on wildlife
carried out by the forest department of Rajnandgaon Forest Division, India. Being an
interdisciplinary research work, it uses methods of both sciences,...

100 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Himalaya Publishing
House

Hardback #257298 2021 9789352739387 £54.99

Nature Is a Human Right
Why We're Fighting for Green in a Grey World
Ellen Miles(Editor)
Having access to natural, green spaces is vital to our physical and mental wellbeing. But, as
urban development spreads, grey has become the new green.Already, concrete outweighs
every tree, bush and shrub on Earth. Nature deprivation is a...

320 pages | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #257303 2022 9780241531358 £14.99

Fight for the Bay
Why a Dark Green Environmental Awakening is Needed to Save the Chesapeake Bay
Howard R Ernst(Author)
In this important new book on the declining health of one of America's leading environmental
treasures, Howard Ernst reveals a Chesapeake bay that has become functionally dead. He
argues that the Chesapeake Bay succumbed to a 'light...

164 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257319 2009 9780742563247 £21.99
Hardback #257318 2009 9780742563230 £47.99

The Design Pathway for Regenerating Earth
Joe Brewer(Author)
Humanity is confronted with threats unprecedented in the history of our species. There is an
urgent need to describe the "how"; for managing the convergent threats of ecological overshoot
and civilization collapse. This book offers a clear...

224 pages | Earth Regenerators Press

Paperback #257324 2021 9781736908204 £14.99

Who Is Minding the Federal Estate?
Political Management of America's Public Lands
Holly Lippke Fretwell(Author)
Sewage seeping into creeks, crumbling cabins and disintegrating roads, dilapidated visitor
centres, catastrophic wildfires: these are some of the sights awaiting visitors to federal lands
today. Federal agencies in charge of the public domain call...

168 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257327 2009 9780739131022 £34.99
Hardback #257326 2009 9780739131015 £77.99

The Challenges of Transfrontier Conservation in Southern Africa
The Park Came After Us
Rachel DeMotts(Author)
Established in 2003, the Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park encompasses land in Mozambique,
South Africa, and Zimbabwe. Prioritizing wildlife over people, it paved the way for human rights
abuses by park rangers, increased human-wildlife conflict, and...

204 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257332 2017 9781498504638 £72.99

American Roadkill
The Animal Victims of Our Busy Highways
Don H Corrigan(Author)
Slaughtered along U.S. highways and byways, roadkill may be observed by American
motorists regularly, but aren't likely to be given much thought. Research scientists, animal
rights activists, roadkill artists, writers, ethicists and lyricists,...

277 pages | 35 photos | McFarland

Paperback #257333 2021 9781476684437 £34.95

Tribals in Tiger Territories of Vidarbha
Issues and Challenges
Keshav Walke(Author)
Tribals in Tiger Territories of Vidarbha: Issues and Challenges is the outcome of an ICSSR,
New Delhi sponsored research project. The first Tiger Reserve was established in 1973 and
today there are 50 Tiger Reserves in the country, five of which are...

262 pages | b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Alternotes Press

Hardback #257339 2021 9788194993155 £44.99

Crossing Boundaries for Collaboration
Conservation and Development Projects in the Amazon
Stephen G Perz(Author)
Many societal challenges defy simple solutions within the grasp of one academic discipline, a
single type of organization, or a country acting alone. Such "wicked problems" require
collaboration that crosses social, political, or geographic...

312 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257352 2016 9781498535663 £84.99

Death in Yellowstone
Accidents and Foolhardiness in the First National Park
Lee H Whittlesey(Author)
The chilling tome that launched an entire genre of books about the often gruesome but always
tragic ways people have died in our national parks, this updated edition of the classic includes
calamities in Yellowstone from the past sixteen years,...

440 pages | Roberts Rinehart Publishers

Paperback #257365 2014 9781570984501 £14.99
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Ornithology

Transforming Biodiversity Governance
Ingrid J Visseren-Hamakers(Editor), Marcel TJ Kok(Editor)
Over fifty years of global conservation has failed to bend the curve of biodiversity loss, so we
need to transform the ways we govern biodiversity. The UN Convention on Biological Diversity
aims to develop and implement a transformative framework for...

350 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #257401 Jun-2022 9781108479745 £84.99

Wildlife Research in Australia
Practical and Applied Methods
Bradley P Smith(Editor), Helen P Waudby(Editor), Corinne Alberthsen(Editor), Jordan O
Hampton(Editor)
Wildlife Research in Australia: Practical and Applied Methods is a guide to conducting wildlife
research in Australia. It provides advice on working through applications to animal ethics
committees, presents general operating procedures for a range...

656 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | CSIRO

Hardback #257419 Jul-2022 9781486313440 £147.00

Molecular Genetics and Genomics Tools in Biodiversity Conservation
Ashwani Kumar(Editor), Baharul Choudhury(Editor), Selvadurai Dayanandan(Editor),
Mohammed Latif Khan(Author)
This book provides insight into the use of molecular and genomic techniques in the study of
populations of critically important species at various geographical scales. It delves into a wide
range of issues relevant to biodiversity conservation, such...

328 pages | 15 tables | Springer Nature

Hardback #257437 2022 9789811660047 £199.99

Routledge Handbook of Rewilding
Ian Convery(Editor), Sally Hawkins(Editor), Steve Carver(Editor), René L Beyers(Editor)
This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the history, theory and current practices
of rewilding.Rewilding offers a transformational paradigm shift in conservation thinking, and as
such is increasingly of interest to academics, policymakers...

360 pages | 64 b/w illustrations | Earthscan

Hardback #257454 Nov-2022 9780367564483 £190.00

Why Peacocks?
An Unlikely Search for Meaning in the World's Most Magnificent Bird
Sean Flynn(Author)
An acclaimed journalist seeks to understand the mysterious allure of peacocks – and in the
process discovers unexpected and valuable life lessons.When Sean Flynn's neighbor in North
Carolina texted "Any chance you guys want a peacock?...

263 pages | no illustrations | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #257228 Aug-2022 9781982101084 £11.99

Birds of Bali, Sumatra and Java
Tony Tilford(Author)
The definitive photographic guide to the avifauna of Bail, Sumatra and Java.With an extensive
and varied list of recorded avifauna, the islands of Indonesia are a haven for birdwatchers and
a front-running biodiversity hotspot. Birds of Bali, Sumatra...

224 pages | colour photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #256242 Nov-2022 9781472986870 £16.99

Passions for Birds
Science, Sentiment and Sport
Sean Nixon(Author)
Whether as sources of joy and pleasure to be fed, counted, and watched, as objects of sport to
be hunted and killed, or as food to be harvested, wild birds evoke strong feelings.Sean Nixon
traces the transformation of these human passions for wild...

14 b/w photos | McGill-Queens University Press

Hardback #257148 2022 9780228010456 £34.99

Atlas des Oiseaux Migrateurs de France [Atlas of Migratory Birds of France] (2-Volume
Set)
Jeremy Dupuy(Editor), Louis Sallé(Editor)
This 2-volume set is the fruit of 4 years of colossal work involving more than 200 editors and
proofreaders and coordinated by two employees of the LPO, Jérémy Dupuis and Louis
Sallé.More than 100 million data points have been...

1200 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | BIOTOPE

Hardback #257183 Sep-2022 9782366622751 £140.00

Birds of the Algarve
An Annotated Checklist
Gonçalo Elias(Author)
A complete checklist of all birds that have been recorded in the Algarve up to April 2022.It is an
update to Birds of the Algarve and Southern Alentejo: An Annotated Checklist. This new
version does not cover the Alentejo region, so it focuses...

116 pages | Gonçalo Elias (privately published)

Paperback #257206 2022 9798447820206 £9.99

Low-Carbon Birding
Javier Caletrío and Mike Clarke
Birdwatching in Britain has grown increasingly dependent on burning fossil fuels. Regularly
driving long distances to birding hotspots and frequent flying to see exotic species are seen as
perfectly normal. In the face of the climate crisis, however,...

280 pages | 10 b/w illustrations | Pelagic Publishing

Hardback #257276 Sep-2022 9781784273446 £16.99

Birds of Península Valdés / Aves de Península Valdés
Golfo Nuevo, Golfo San José & Golfo San Matías
Agustín Esmoris(Author), Guillermo Harris(Foreword By)
This book presents the 245 species of birds recorded in Península Valdés (Patagonia,
Argentina) and its surroundings, including: Golfo Nuevo, Golfo San José, Golfo San Matías
and the land region between Puerto Lobos,...

276 pages | 600+ colour photos | Agustín Esmoris (privately published)

Paperback #257282 2021 9789878809816 £89.99

RSPB ID Spotlight: Ducks, Geese and Swans
Marianne Taylor(Author), Stephen Message(Illustrator)
Whether you are watching an Eider soar low over the water or listening to the iconic sound of a
flock of geese flying overhead, chances are you will already be familiar with many different
species of ducks, geese and swans found around the UK. But...

12 pages | 10 colour photos, 50 colour illustrations | Bloomsbury
Publishing

Unbound #257344 Jun-2022 9781399403696 £4.50
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Botany

Papageien International: Special Issue Nutrition
Petra Wolf(Editor)
In this special issue, you will find a comprehensive series of articles on the correct nutrition of
parrots and parakeets. The spectrum spans from avian feed science via the nutrition of some
parrot species to frequently occurring nutritional...

90 pages | colour illustrations | Aves Publishing

Paperback #257362 2022 £43.99

Papageien International: Special Issue Young Parrots
This special issue covers nutrition, health, care, and species-specific breeding. It contains new,
bundled expertise and practical help for successful rearing from professional breeders and
experienced veterinarians.Amongst the specialist topics...

80 pages | colour photos | Aves Publishing

Paperback #257363 2022 £43.99

The Call of the Cranes
Expeditions into a Mysterious World
Bernhard Wessling(Author)
Cranes are enigmatic birds. Only very little is known about the behaviour of these graceful
dancers. The renowned naturalist and crane expert Bernhard Wessling takes us on exciting
and adventurous expeditions into their hidden world and gets to the...

254 pages | 45 colour & 3 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #257375 Jun-2022 9783030982829 £17.99

Orkney Bird Report 2020
Andy Mitchell(Editor), Joan Maynard(Editor)
The 2020 edition of the Orkney Bird Report, with full-colour photographs, includes information
on species, sightings, nesting habitats and locations during 2020.

125 pages | plates with colour photos | Orkney Bird Report Committee

Paperback #257453 2020 £19.99

Plants of Dhofar, The Southern Region of Oman
Traditional, Economic and Medicinal Uses
Anthony G Miller(Author), Miranda Morris(Author), Susanna Stuart-Smith(Illustrator), Qaboos
Bin Said(Foreword By), Richard Evans Schultes(Preface By)
Back in stock – we have received a very limited amount of previously unsold stock from
Oman.This in-depth flora documents the plants of Dhofar in the south of Oman and contains
extensive notes on their traditional, economic, and medicinal uses.

361 pages | plates with colour illustrations; colour photos, colour & b/w
illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Hardback #7831 1997 9780715708088 £49.99

Discovering Australian Flora
An Australian National Botanic Gardens Experience
Fanny Karouta-Manasse(Author)
This beautiful book offers detailed insight into the wonders of Australia's botanical
treasures.Australia's complex, beautiful and diverse flora is showcased in stunning botanic
gardens across the continent. Through exquisite colour...

136 pages | 355 colour photos | CSIRO

Paperback #257413 Jul-2022 9781486315840 £26.95

List of Names of Woody Plants / Naamlijst van Houtige Gewassen / Namenliste Gehölze
/ Liste des Noms des Plantes Ligneuses
International Standard ENA 2021-2025
MHA Hoffman(Editor), ENA's European Plant Names Working Group(Editor)
The internationally renowned List of Names of Woody Plants and List of Names of Perennials
contain the preferred botanical names and common synonyms and trade names of almost
45,000 woody nursery plants and 30,000 herbaceous perennials available in...

1080 pages | no illustrations | Naktuinbouw

Paperback #257144 2021 £79.99

List of Names of Perennials / Naamlijst van Vaste Planten / Namenliste Stauden / Liste
de Noms des Plantes Vivaces
International Standard ISU 2021-2025
MHA Hoffman(Editor), Aad Vollebregt(Foreword By), MECM Hop(Translated by), Gabriële de
Koning(Translated by), Maaike Still-Meulenbroeck(Translated by), Cécile
Marchenay(Translated by), Agrolingua(Translated by)
The internationally renowned List of Names of Woody Plants and List of Names of Perennials
contain the preferred botanical names and common synonyms and trade names of almost
45,000 woody nursery plants and 30,000 herbaceous perennials available in...

788 pages | no illustrations | Naktuinbouw

Paperback #257143 2021 9789081516945 £69.99

Global Vegetation
Fundamentals, Ecology and Distribution
Jörg S Pfadenhauer(Author), Frank A Klötzli(Author), Christine von Gadow(Translated by)
This up-to-date textbook of global vegetation ecology, which comprises the current state of
knowledge, is long overdue and much-needed. It is a translation of the 2014 textbook
Vegetation der Erde. A short introductory chapter deals with the...

858 pages | 260 colour photos and illustrations, 42 b/w illustrations |
Springer Nature

Paperback #257440 2021 9783030498627 £99.99
Hardback #251254 2020 9783030498597 £139.99

Wildflowers of Mount Rainier
Laird R Blackwell(Author)
This guide to 130 wildflower species of Mount Rainier, Washington, is beautifully
photographed with clear, detailed descriptions and notes on common and scientific names,
similar species and distribution.

192 pages | colour photos | Lone Pine Publishing

Paperback #253445 2000 9781551052304 £13.99

The Yew Hedge
Martin Gardner(Author), Jacqui Pestell(Illustrator)
The Yew Hedge by Martin Gardner from the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh tells the
fascinating story of some remarkable native forests and heritage trees of the European yew
(Taxus baccata) located in the UK and overseas. The progeny of the trees have...

184 pages | 57 b/w illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Hardback #257166 Jul-2022 9781910877425 £19.99
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A Herbal of Iraq [English / Arabic]
Shahina A Ghazanfar(Editor), Chris J Thorogood(Illustrator), Abdul Jaleel Ibrahim Al-
Quragheely(Foreword By)
The flora of Iraq is particularly rich and varied, owing to the country's diverse landscapes of
deserts, plains, and mountains. Accordingly, plant-based medicine has always played an
important role in the daily lives of Iraqis. Edited by experts...

160 pages | colour illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Hardback #257167 Jul-2022 9781842467633 £17.99

What You Need to Know about Japanese Knotweed
A UK Guide for the Non-Specialist
Jim Glaister(Author)
This handy pocketbook separates fact from fiction about the invasive weed, Japanese
knotweed, If you have the plant in your garden, or your neighbour has, this book will advise
what to do. Typical questions asked by members of the public are: Why is...

62 pages | 33 colour photos, 2 b/w illustrations | Packard Publishing

Paperback #257175 2022 9781853411687 £7.99

Cyperaceae of Tropical West Africa
Attila Mesterházy(Author), Jane Browning(Author), Filip Verloove(Author)
This book provides an up-to-date overview of the Cyperaceae or sedges of tropical West Africa
(Benin, Burkina Faso, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Nigeria,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo and parts of Mali, Mauritania and...

532 pages | illustrations | National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Hardback #257184 2022 9789492663313 £99.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Rubiaceae: Introduction
Elmar Robbrecht(Author), Petra De Block(Author), Steven Dessein(Author), Marc SM
Sosef(Editor)
The Rubiaceae is the fourth largest plant family in the world. In central Africa, it is represented
by about 750 species in 120 genera. This volume provides a comprehensive introduction to
this family, its classification, its morphology and various...

120 pages | 18 plates with colour photos; 9 b/w line drawings | National
Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257186 2020 9783823617761 £24.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Rubiaceae: Tribu V. Ixoreae
Petra De Block(Author), Marc SM Sosef(Editor)
The Rubiaceae, or the coffee family, is the fourth largest plant family in the world. This volume
deals with the tribus Ixoreae that occurs in central Africa with 13 species in one genus.

40 pages | 14 b/w line drawings | National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257187 2020 9783823617754 £16.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Rubiaceae: Tribu XVI. Colletoecemateae à
XVIII. Lasiantheae
Salvator Ntore(Author), Marc SM Sosef(Editor)
The Rubiaceae, or the coffee family, is the fourth largest plant family in the world. This volume
deals with the Central African species belonging to three tribes of this family, with a total of 22
species in seven genera.

84 pages | 5 plates with colour photos; 22 b/w line drawings | National
Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257188 2020 9783823617778 £22.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Cyperaceae: Introduction, Tribu I.
Hypolytreae
I Larridon(Author), M Reynders(Author), P Thery(Author), Marc SM Sosef(Editor)
The Cyperaceae are an important component of the African grasslands. In central Africa, they
are represented by approximately 400 species in 24 genera. This volume provides an
introduction to this family, its classification, its morphology and an...

56 pages | 4 plates with colour photos; 19 b/w line drawings | National
Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257189 2020 9783823617792 £19.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Palmae
PM Luzolawo(Author), C Lubini Ayingweu(Author), S Mogea Kamga(Author), Fred W
Stauffer(Author)
The Palmae, or the palm family, supplies many useful products for mankind, such as palm oil,
coconut and rattan, but also has many ornamental plants. This volume treats the 12 genera
and 28 species of palms found in central Africa.

84 pages | 25 b/w line drawings | National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257190 2020 £22.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Solanaceae
B Bikandu(Author), F Lukoki(Author), JP Habari(Author), Salvator Ntore(Author)
The Solanaceae, or the Nightshade family, includes many well-known useful species, such as
the tomato, potato, eggplant and chilli pepper, but also has many ornamental plants. This
volume deals with a total of 61 species, belonging to 15 genera, that...

164 pages | 44 b/w line drawings | National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257191 2020 9783823617808 £32.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Amaryllidaceae - Allioideae
Pierre Meerts(Author)
In Central Africa, the subfamily Allioideae, the onions, are represented by only one species,
which occurs on the savannas and in the light forests of the Katanga region.

16 pages | 1 b/w line drawing | National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257193 2020 9783823617822 £12.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Papaveraceae
E Fischer(Author)
In Central Africa, the Papaveraceae are represented by two native species. Another three have
been introduced and naturalized. They all occur in submontane and montane vegetation.

24 pages | 4 plates with colour photos; 3 b/w line drawings | National
Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257213 2020 9783823617839 £12.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Labiatae - Introduction, Sous-Familles I.
Viticoideae et II. Premnoideae
A Paton(Author), Pierre Meerts(Author)
The Labiatae, or Sage family, know about 7000 species worldwide, of which circa 200 occur in
Central Africa. This volume provides an introduction to this family, with keys to the 35 genera,
and covers the first two tribes with a total of 23 species.

68 pages | 4 plates with colour photos; 9 b/w line drawings | National
Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257214 2020 9783823617815 £19.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Rubiaceae, Tribu XXVI. Anthospermeae et
XXVII. Rubieae
Elmar Robbrecht(Author), Marc SM Sosef(Editor)
This volume treats two tribes of the coffee family (Rubiaceae). Within Central Africa, these are
represented by three genera and 16 species. These are all herbs and low shrubs from
montane and alpine regions. In addition to clear morphological...

44 pages | 10 colour photos, 7 b/w line drawings | National Botanic
Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257215 2022 9783823617952 £16.99
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Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Rubiaceae, Tribu XIII. Hymenodictyeae, XIV.
Naucleeae et XV. Cinchoneae
Salvator Ntore(Author), Olivier Lachenaud(Author), Marc SM Sosef(Editor)
This volume treats three tribes of the coffee family (Rubiaceae). Within Central Africa, these
are represented by six genera and 23 species. Some of them were introduced, such as quinine
(Chinchona). In addition to clear morphological descriptions...

102 pages | 58 colour photos, 21 b/w line drawings | National Botanic
Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257216 2022 9783823617969 £24.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Gesneriaceae
E Fischer(Author), Marc SM Sosef(Editor)
This volume treats the 2 genera and 13 species of the Gesneriaceae family. Eight of the
species, which often have showy flowers, are endemic to the central African region. In addition
to clear morphological descriptions and user-friendly keys, this...

44 pages | 6 plates with colour photos; 13 b/w line drawings | National
Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257217 2021 9783823617945 £16.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Cyperaceae, Tribu VII. Schoeneae, VIII.
Rhynchosporeae et IX. Cariceae
I Larridon(Author), P Thery(Author), M Reynders(Author), Marc SM Sosef(Editor)
This volume deals with the tribes Schoeneae, Rhynchosporeae and Cariceae of the
Cypergrass family (Cyperaceae). Within Central Africa, these are represented by a total of four
genera and 33 species. They occur mainly in stony places or in wet places...

102 pages | 32 colour photos, 36 b/w line drawings | National Botanic
Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257218 2022 9783823617990 £24.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Cyperaceae, Tribu II. Trilepideae, III. Cladieae
et IV. Carpheae
I Larridon(Author), Marc SM Sosef(Editor)
This volume deals with the tribes Trilepideae, Cladieae and Carpheae of the Cypergrass family
(Cyperaceae). Within Central Africa, these are represented by a total of four genera and five
species. They occur mainly in stony places or in wet places in...

22 pages | 5 b/w line drawings | National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257220 2022 9783823617976 £12.99

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Convolvulaceae
J-C Mwanga Mwanga Ithe(Author), Marc SM Sosef(Author), Ana Rita G Simões(Author)
This volume deals with the bindweed family (Convolvulaceae) of Central Africa. In this area, the
family is represented by 23 genera and 132 species, including the well-known crop sweet
potato. Several others were introduced as vegetable or ornamental...

254 pages | 110 colour photos, 59 b/w line drawings | National Botanic
Garden of Belgium

Paperback #257221 2022 9783823617983 £39.99

Florida's Mangroves
A Slightly Salty History
Thomas Kenning(Author)
They rise, limbs interlocked like a mighty phalanx engaged in a slow northward march along
Florida's coast. Collectively, they are battered and diminished after a century-long struggle.
Yet, dutiful and resilient, they stand strong against...

96 pages | colour photos | America Through Time

Paperback #257234 2021 9781634993494 £28.99

Grasses of Odisha
Poaceae (Excluding Bambusoideae)
Alok R Chorghe(Author), PV Prasanna(Author)
Poaceae are estimated to have about 12,074 species belonging to 771 genera in the world. In
India, it has c. 1334 species belonging to 261 genera, which contributes to about 11% of the
world's species. In Odisha, it is represented by 271 species...

234 pages | 97 plates with colour photos; maps, tables | Botanical Survey
of India

Hardback #257255 2021 9788194991397 £54.99

The Flora of the Udaipur Wildlife Sanctuary, West Champaran, Bihar, India
Onkar Nath Maurya(Author), Anand Kumar(Author), Saurabh Sachan(Author)
The Udaipur Wildlife Sanctuary is situated 14.5 km west of Bettiah town in the West
Champaran district of Bihar, India. The name of the sanctuary was in honour of Sri Udai Singh,
one of the successors of Bettiah estate and owners of these forests...

111 pages | 59 plates with colour photos; maps, tables | Botanical Survey
of India

Hardback #257284 2021 9788194991342 £37.99

Wild Harvest in the Heartland
Ethnobotany in Missouri's Little Dixie
Justin M Nolan(Author)
This work is a detailed study of people and plants in Little Dixie, a seven-county region of
central Missouri. Based on three summers of field research, Professor Nolan combines
ethnoscience with folklore to document what and why people know about...

100 pages | University Press of America

Paperback #257296 2007 9780761836537 £30.99
Hardback #257295 2008 9780761836520 £62.99

RHS The Little Book of Wild Gardening
How to Work with Nature to Create a Beautiful Wildlife Haven
Holly Farrell(Author)
The Little Book of Wild Gardening is a guide for anyone wanting to garden in a more
sustainable, natural way. Working with nature benefits not just the garden, but also the
gardener, wildlife and the wider environment. Divided into sections for...

144 pages | Mitchell Beazley

Hardback #257312 Jul-2022 9781784728335 £14.99

Orquídeas Nativas de Florianópolis: Conhecimento, Educação e Conservação [Native
Orchids of Florianópolis: Knowledge, Education and Conservation]
Marcelo Vieira Nascimento(Author)
After 4 years of intense office work, bibliographic reviews and mainly field expeditions
throughout the territory of the municipality of Florianópolis (Santa Catarina Island and
Continental Area), Brazil, the general public, researchers and...

475 pages | 600+ colour photos, 27 colour illustrations, colour distribution
maps | Marcelo Vieira Nascimento (privately published)

Hardback #257340 2021 £235.00

RSPB ID Spotlight: Garden Bugs
Marianne Taylor(Author), Richard Lewington(Illustrator)
Gardens are often crawling with all kinds of garden bugs, and even the smallest plot can be an
important haven for wildlife. But can you distinguish between a Garden Snail and a Strawberry
Snail? Or can you tell a False Widow Spider from a...

12 pages | 10 colour photos, 60 colour illustrations | Bloomsbury
Publishing

Unbound #257345 Jun-2022 9781399403689 £4.50
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Mammals

Southeast Medicinal Plants
Identify, Harvest, and Use 106 Wild Herbs for Health and Wellness
CoreyPine Shane(Author)
In Southeast Medicinal Plants, herbalist CoreyPine Shane is your trusted guide to finding,
identifying, harvesting, and using 106 of the region's most powerful wild plants. Readers will
learn how to safely and ethically forage, and how to use...

304 pages | colour photos | Timber Press

Paperback #257356 2021 9781643260075 £31.99

Retaining Nature’s Little Secrets
A Guide to the Important Plants and Tropical Important Plant Areas of the British Virgin Islands
Thomas Heller(Editor), Sara Bárrios(Author), Colin Clubbe(Author), Keith Grant(Author), Martin
A Hamilton(Author), Natasha Harrigan(Author), Nancy Pascoe(Author), Michele Dani
Sanchez(Author), Joseph Smith Abbott(Author), Tessa Smith(Author), Lynda Varlack(Author),
Augustus JU Jaspert(Foreword By)
Located in the heart of the Caribbean, the British Virgin Islands (BVI) are popular with visitors
for their beaches, sailing and diving sites, but behind the strapline ‘Nature’s Little Secrets’
there is much more to the natural...

172 pages | colour photos, 2 colour maps, tables | Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew

Paperback #257381 2019 9781842466940 £19.99

The Botany of Beer
An Illustrated Guide to More Than 500 Plants Used in Brewing
Giuseppe Caruso(Author), Marika Josephson(Foreword By), Emilia Reggiano(Translated by)
From mass-produced lagers to craft-brewery IPAs, from beers made in Trappist monasteries
according to traditional techniques to those created by innovative local brewers seeking to
capture regional terroir, the world of beer boasts endless varieties....

640 pages | illustrations | Columbia University Press

Hardback #257394 Oct-2022 9780231201582 £27.99

The Green Thread
Dialogues with the Vegetal World
Patrícia Vieira(Editor), Monica Gagliano(Editor), John Charles Ryan(Editor)
The Green Thread: Dialogues with the Vegetal World is an interdisciplinary collection of
essays in the emerging field of Plant Studies. The volume is the first of its kind to bring
together a dynamic body of scholarship that shares a critique of...

326 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257396 2019 9781498510615 £34.99
Hardback #257395 2015 9781498510592 £97.99

Phytochemistry of Australia's Tropical Rainforest
Medicinal Potential of Ancient Plants
Cheryll J Williams(Author)
Rare, unique and irreplaceable – precious native rainforests occupy a precariously small part
of Australia while retaining a remarkable level of both biological and chemical diversity
unrivalled by any other ecosystem. Australia's ancient...

584 pages | CABI Publishing

Hardback #257406 2021 9781800620247 £135.00

A Handbook of the Bryophytes of Nepal, Volume 1
Nirmala Pradhan(Author), Pratiksha Shrestha(Author)
This book aims to present an overview of two groups: hornworts and liverworts of bryophytes. It
is an outcome of several years of research on bryophytes made in different regions of Nepal.
Altogether 552 species of this plant have been included in...

312 pages | colour photos | Government of Nepal, Ministry of Forests and
Environment, Department of Plant Resources

Hardback #257414 2021 9789937924894 £150.00

A Handbook of the Flowering Plants of Nepal, Volume 3
Keshab Raj Rajbhandari(Author), Sanjeev Kumar Rai(Author), Rita Chhetri(Author)
Volume 3 covers the 32 families from Olacaceae to Ericaceae.

331 pages | colour photos | Government of Nepal, Ministry of Forests and
Environment, Department of Plant Resources

Hardback #257415 2021 9789937924887 £150.00

Mangroves of the Sundarbans, India (With Major Associates of Mangroves and
Saltmarsh Plants)
A Pictorial Guide
Debabrata Maity(Author), Manasi Mandal(Author), Mrinmoy Midday(Author), Jayanta
Ghosh(Author), Gaur Gopal Maiti(Author), Norman C Duke(Foreword By)
This guide introduces many of the wonderful qualities and benets of this special habitat. An
informative introduction explains mangroves. This is followed by descriptions of key species
found in the Sundarbans, India, each illustrated with...

152 pages | colour photos, 1 colour map | East Himalayan Society for
Sparmatophyte Taxonomy

Hardback #257424 2020 9788192495668 £74.99

RHS Plant Finder 2022
Janet Cubey(Author)
A key reference work, the RHS Plant Finder contains more than 69,000 plants with over 4,200
new plant introductions. First published in 1987 and providing a snapshot of British garden
plants and trends for more than 30 years, the RHS Plant Finder is...

896 pages | colour photos | Royal Horticultural Society

Paperback #257452 2022 9781911666233 £16.99

Lion
Pride Before the Fall
George Logan(Photographer), Virginia McKenna(Foreword By), Will Travers(Contributor),
Caroline Ng'Weno(Contributor), Kate Stephenson(Contributor)
Lion: Pride Before the Fall presents a stunning collection of wild lion photography with a clear,
vital message – join the fight to protect Africa's last wild lions, or risk losing them forever.
Conceived by critically acclaimed...

176 pages | colour photos | G2 Entertainment

Paperback #257393 2021 9781782816591 £29.99
Hardback #254098 2020 9781527272866 £44.99

The Barbastelle Bat Conservation Handbook
Ian Davidson-Watts(Author), Matt Zeale(Author), Chris Packham(Foreword By)
The Barbastelle Bat Conservation Handbook is a long-awaited guide to barbastelle bat
ecology, behaviour, conservation management and threats, the first publication of its kind to
draw together all of the scientific research on the barbastelle bat...

350 pages | Pelagic Publishing

Paperback #223953 Nov-2022 9781784270544 £34.99
Hardback #223952 Nov-2022 9781784270551 £59.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

Pocket Guide to the Mammals of Costa Rica
Fiona A Reid(Author), Gianfranco Gómez Zamora(Author)
Pocket Guide to the Mammals of Costa Rica is the first guide to provide comprehensive
coverage of every currently known mammal species found in Costa Rica. From the Central
American Silky Anteater to the West Indian Manatee, Fiona A. Reid and...

296 pages | 60 plates with colour illustrations; 100+ colour photos, colour
distribution maps | Comstock Publishing Associates

Paperback #256448 Nov-2022 9781501766961 £23.99

The Two-Headed Whale
Sandy Winterbottom(Author)
In 2016, feeling burnt out from an academic career and under the weight of her husband's
chronic depression, Sandy Winterbottom ran away to sea for a six-week voyage by tall ship
from Uruguay to South Georgia and the Antarctic Peninsula. The...

320 pages | Birlinn Publishing

Hardback #257130 Oct-2022 9781780277981 £16.99

Villain, Vermin, Icon, Kin
Wolves and the Making of Canada
Stephanie Rutherford(Author)
A wolf's howl is felt in the body. Frightening and compelling, incomprehensible or entirely
knowable, it is a sound that may be heard as threat or invitation but leaves no listener
unaffected.Toothsome fiends, interfering pests, or creatures wild...

256 pages | 7 photos | McGill-Queens University Press

Paperback #257210 2022 9780228011088 £28.99
Hardback #257209 2022 9780228011071 £94.99

What Dogs Know
Juliane Bräuer(Author), Juliane Kaminski(Author)
My dog understands me! At least, many dog owners think so. New scientific studies actually
show that dogs understand a lot about us humans. For example, they can figure out what
humans can and cannot see. Some dogs can even distinguish large numbers...

170 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Hardback #257372 Oct-2022 9783030895327 £17.99

Chimpanzee Rights
The Philosophers’ Brief
Kristin Andrews(Author), Gary L Comstock(Author), GKD Crozier(Author), Sue
Donaldson(Author), Andrew Fenton(Author), Tyler M John(Author), L Syd M Johnson(Author),
Robert C Jones(Author), Will Kymlicka(Author), Letitia Meynell(Author), Nathan Nobis(Author),
David M Peña-Guzmán(Author), Jeff Sebo(Author), Lori Gruen(Foreword By), Steven M
Wise(Afterword by)
Since 2013, an organization called the Nonhuman Rights Project has brought before the New
York State courts an unusual request – asking for habeas corpus hearings to determine
whether Kiko and Tommy, two captive chimpanzees, should be...

142 pages | Routledge

Paperback #257428 2018 9781138618664 £16.99
Hardback #257427 2018 9781138618633 £79.99

"Venomous" Bites from "Non-Venomous" Snakes
Scott A Weinstein(Author), David A Warrell(Author), Daniel E Keyler(Author)
"Venomous" Bites from "Non-Venomous" Snakes, second edition thoroughly examines the
potential hazards associated with bites by non-front-fanged snakes. This diverse group
contains approximately 80% of living snake species...

400 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Elsevier

Paperback #257207 Jun-2022 9780128227862 £97.99

Advances in Coralsnake Biology
With an Emphasis on South America
Nelson Jorge da Silva, Jr.(Editor), Louis W Porras(Editor), Steven D Aird(Editor), Ana Lúcia da
Costa Prudente(Editor)
This collection features 22 contributions by 60 authors. Contains information on systematics,
taxonomy, history of herpetology, evolution, diversity, geographic distribution, natural history,
mimicry, ecology, reproduction, captive husbandry,...

775 pages | 700 colour photos, 700 illustrations, 100+ maps | Eagle
Mountain Publishing

Hardback #255407 2021 9780972001546 £250.00

Wien – Amphibien & Reptilien in der Großstadt: Die Spannende Vielfalt der Urbanen
Herpetologie [Vienna – Amphibians & Reptiles in the Big City: The Exciting Diversity of
Urban Herpetology]
Silke Schweiger(Editor), Georg Gassner(Editor), Jürgen Rienesl(Editor), Günther Wöss(Editor)
The 26 amphibians and reptiles found in Vienna, Austria, are presented in detail in this book. In
addition, there are many stories about the herpetofauna, hiking tips for herpetologists (and
those who want to become one) and further literature and...

456 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Vienna Natural History Museum / Naturhistorisches Museum Wien

Hardback #257405 2021 9783903096301 £64.99

Cold-Water Corals
The Biology and Geology of Deep-Sea Coral Habitats
J Murray Roberts(Author), Andrew J Wheeler(Author), André Freiwald(Author), Stephen
Douglas Cairns(Author)
There are more coral species in deep, cold-waters than in tropical coral reefs. This broad-
ranging treatment is the first to synthesise current understanding of all types of cold-water
coral, covering their ecology, biology, palaeontology and...

330 pages | colour photos, illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #257281 Jul-2022 9781009263931 £49.99
Hardback #177929 2009 9780521884853 £114.00

Europe and Mediterranean Marine Fish Identification Guide
Patrick Louisy(Author)
After the success of the third edition, Europe and Mediterranean Marine Fish Identification
Guide has now been updated for the fourth edition.ComprehensivenessThis identification
guide includes all the marine fish species that may be encountered in...

512 pages | 1480 colour photos and 1440 b/w line drawings, colour
distribution maps | Editions Eugen Ulmer

Hardback #257225 2022 9782379222689 £38.99
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Evolutionary Biology

Evolution, Development and Ecology of Anemonefishes
Model Organisms for Marine Science
Vincent Laudet(Editor), Timothy Ravasi(Editor)
Anemonefishes, one of the most popular and recognizable fishes in the world, are much more
than film characters, they are also emerging model organisms for studying the biology, ecology
and evolution of coral reef fishes. They are a group of 28...

296 pages | CRC Press

Hardback #257119 Nov-2022 9780367645816 £110.00

Biology of Inland fishes
Vishwas Balasaheb Sakhare(Author), Ashwini Dnyandeo Chalak(Author), Shivaji Gyanba
Jetithor(Author)
Inland fisheries are an important source of animal protein. Nearly 38 per cent of the inland fish
captured comes from 71 low-income food-deficit countries. Inland fisheries provide not only
food and nutrition but also livelihoods, income, recreation,...

296 pages | Discovery Publishing House

Hardback #257299 2021 9789388854764 £86.99

Fish Diversity of Japan
Evolution, Zoogeography, and Conservation
Yoshiaki Kai(Editor), Hiroyuki Motomura(Editor), Keiichi Matsuura(Editor)
This book reviews and summarizes the studies on the fish diversity of Japan. It covers the
present knowledge of ichthyofauna, habitat distribution, phylogeography, ecology, morphology,
and conservation, as well as the history of ichthyology and fish...

454 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Hardback #257386 2022 9789811674266 £139.99

Global Change in Atlantic Coastal Patagonian Ecosystems
A Journey Through Time
E Walter Helbling(Editor), Maite A Narvarte(Editor), Raul A González(Editor), Virginia E
Villafañe(Editor)
This book provides an integrated view of Atlantic coastal Patagonian ecosystems, including the
physical environment, biodiversity and the main ecological processes, together with their
derived ecosystem services and anthropogenic impacts. It focuses...

463 pages | 88 colour & 15 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257434 2022 9783030866754 £139.99

Pond Ecosystems of the Indian Sundarbans
An Overview
Sourav Das(Editor), Abhra Chanda(Editor), Tuhin Ghosh(Editor)
This book aims to give a holistic overview of the pond ecosystem of Indian Sundarbans. Due to
climate change, the Indian Sundarbans face several challenges. With rising sea levels, islands
are disappearing and the increasing salinity in the water and...

270 pages | 41 colour & 19 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257443 2021 9783030867850 £109.99

Small Water Bodies of the Western Balkans
Vladimir Pešić(Editor), Djuradj Milošević(Editor), Marko Miliša(Editor)
The small water bodies such as headwater streams, springs, ditches, small lakes, and ponds
are critical to maintaining freshwater biodiversity. This is especially true for Dinaric karst, where
they are often the only water bodies present. However,...

451 pages | 107 colour & 10 b/w illustrations, 150 tables | Springer
Nature

Hardback #257448 2021 9783030864774 £119.99

Animals as Domesticates
A World View Through History
Juliet Clutton-Brock(Author)
Drawing on the latest research in archaeozoology, archaeology, and molecular biology,
Animals as Domesticates traces the history of the domestication of animals around the world.
From the llamas of South America and the turkeys of North America, to...

189 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Michigan State
University Press

Paperback #257259 2013 9781611860641 £25.95

A Most Interesting Problem
What Darwin’s Descent of Man Got Right and Wrong about Human Evolution
Jeremy DeSilva(Editor), Janet Browne(Introduction By)
In 1871, Charles Darwin published The Descent of Man, a companion to On the Origin of
Species in which he attempted to explain human evolution, a topic he called "the highest and
most interesting problem for the naturalist". A Most...

258 pages | 19 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Paperback #256997 Nov-2022 9780691242064 £14.99
Hardback #250953 2021 9780691191140 £21.99

The Dawn of Everything
A New History of Humanity
David Graeber(Author), David Wengrow(Author)
For generations, our remote ancestors have been cast as primitive and childlike – either free
and equal, or thuggish and warlike. Civilization, we are told, could be achieved only by
sacrificing those original freedoms or, alternatively, by...

692 pages | 7 b/w illustrations and b/w maps | Penguin Books

Paperback #257132 Jun-2022 9780141991061 £12.99
Hardback #257131 2021 9780241402429 £29.99

Mutual Aid
The Other Law of the Jungle
Pablo Servigne(Author), Gauthier Chapelle(Author), Alain Caillé(Foreword By), Andrew
Brown(Translated by)
In the merciless arena of life, we are all subject to the law of the jungle, to ruthless competition
and the survival of the fittest – such is the myth that has given rise to a society that has become
toxic for our planet and for our and future...

310 pages | Polity Press

Paperback #257248 2021 9781509547920 £17.99
Hardback #257247 2021 9781509547913 £54.99

The Causal Structure of Natural Selection
Charles H Pence(Author)
Recent arguments concerning the nature of causation in evolutionary theory, now often known
as the debate between the 'causalist' and 'statisticalist' positions, have involved answers to a
variety of independent questions –...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #257302 2021 9781108741699 £14.99
Hardback #257301 2021 9781009100328 £39.99
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Ecology

Growing Up Human
The Evolution of Childhood
Brenna Hassett(Author)
In Growing Up Human, Brenna Hassett explores how our evolutionary history has shaped a
phenomenon every reader will have experienced – childhood.Tracking deep into our
evolutionary history, anthropological science has begun to unravel one...

384 pages | Bloomsbury Sigma (Bloomsbury imprint)

Hardback #257353 Jul-2022 9781472975751 £17.99

Species Problems and Beyond
Contemporary Issues in Philosophy and Practice
John S Wilkins(Editor), Frank E Zachos(Editor), Igor Ya Pavlinov(Editor)
Species, or 'the Species Problem', is a topic in science, in the philosophy of science, and in
general philosophy. In fact, it encompasses many aspects of the same problem, and these are
dealt with in this volume. Species are often thought of...

382 pages | 7 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #257385 Jun-2022 9781032221472 £44.99
Hardback #257384 Jun-2022 9780367425371 £150.00

Development Strategies and Biodiversity
Darwinian Fitness and Evolution in the Anthropocene
David Costantini(Editor), Valeria Marasco(Editor)
Development is a complex and highly dynamic process involving the cross talk among genes,
maternal effects and environmental circumstances. Widespread evidence from plant to animal
species shows that variation in developmental conditions can modulate...

316 pages | 24 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257387 2022 9783030901301 £89.99

The Settlement of the Chonos Archipelago, Western Patagonia, Chile
Omar Reyes(Author)
This book describes an archaeological investigation of human occupation in the northern area
of the Patagonian archipelago in the far south of South America. It is of global anthropological
and archaeological interest, dealing as it does with an...

267 pages | 43 colour & 11 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #257392 2021 9783030543280 £119.99
Hardback #257391 2020 9783030543259 £119.99

Domains and Major Transitions of Social Evolution
Koos Boomsma(Author)
Evolutionary change is usually incremental and continuous, but some increases in
organizational complexity have been radical and divisive. Evolutionary biologists, who refer to
such events as "major transitions", have not always appreciated...

320 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #257404 Jul-2022 9780198746188 £37.99
Hardback #257403 Jul-2022 9780198746171 £74.99

The Rise of Chance in Evolutionary Theory
A Pompous Parade of Arithmetic
Charles H Pence(Author)
The Rise of Chance in Evolutionary Theory: A Pompous Parade of Arithmetic explores a pivotal
conceptual moment in the history of evolutionary theory: the development of its extensive
reliance on a wide array of concepts of chance. It tells the...

190 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #257410 2021 9780323912914 £95.95

The Modern Synthesis
Evolution and the Organization of Information
Thomas E Dickins(Author)
This book is about evolutionary theory. It deals with aspects of its history to focus upon
explanatory structures at work in the various forms of evolutionary theory – as such this is also
a work of philosophy. Its focus lies on recent debates...

239 pages | 1 colour & 3 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257430 2021 9783030864217 £119.99

A History of Ecology and Environmentalism in Spanish American Literature
Scott M DeVries(Author)
A History of Ecology and Environmentalism in Spanish American Literature undertakes a
comprehensive ecocritical examination of the region's literature from the foundational texts of
the nineteenth century to the most recent fiction.The book...

334 pages | Bucknell University Press

Paperback #257407 2015 9781611486902 £41.99
Hardback #206813 2013 9781611485158 £87.99

Forest and Rangeland Soils of the United States Under Changing Conditions
Richard Pouyat(Editor), Deborah S Page-Dumroese(Editor), Toral Patel-Weynand(Editor),
Linda H Geiser(Editor)
This book synthesizes leading-edge science and management information about forest and
rangeland soils of the United States. It offers ways to better understand changing conditions
and their impacts on soils, and explores directions that positively...

289 pages | 66 colour & 21 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #257441 2021 9783030452186 £34.99
Hardback #252171 2020 9783030452155 £44.99

Dark Days at Noon
The Future of Fire
Edward Struzik(Author)
The catastrophic runaway wildfires advancing through North America and other parts of the
world are not unprecedented. Fires loomed large once human activity began to warm the
climate in the 1820s, leading to an aggressive firefighting strategy that...

320 pages | 98 colour & b/w photos | McGill-Queens University Press

Hardback #257195 Aug-2022 9780228012092 £28.99

Tropical Marine Ecology
Daniel M Alongi(Author)
No realm on Earth elicits thoughts of paradise more than the tropics. The tropical marine realm
is special in myriad ways and for many reasons from seas of higher latitude, in housing iconic
habitats such as coral reefs, snow white beaches, crystal...

688 pages | John Wiley & Sons

Hardback #257240 2022 9781119568865 £99.95

Ecology
Evolution, Application, Integration
David T Krohne(Author)
With a groundbreaking approach, Ecology: Evolution, Application, Integration, second edition,
teaches students to place ecological problems in an evolutionary context. The text also helps
students develop scientific reasoning skills by modelling the...

576 pages | colour illustrations | Sinauer Associates

Paperback #257329 2022 9780190638887 £120.99
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Earth System Sciences

Competition Theory in Ecology
Peter A Abrams(Author)
Competition between species arises when two or more species share at least some of the same
limited resources. It is likely to affect all species, as well as many higher-level aspects of
community and ecosystem dynamics. Interspecific competition...

320 pages | 43 colour illustrations, 9 tables | Oxford University Press

Paperback #257361 Sep-2022 9780192895530 £34.99
Hardback #257360 Sep-2022 9780192895523 £69.99

Ecosystem Conservation and Management
Models and Application
Marino Gatto(Author), Renato Casagrandi(Author)
This textbook provides basic quantitative models allowing researchers and decision-makers to
a) assess the viability of threatened populations and evaluate the success of species
reintroductions, b) estimate invasion abilities of alien species, c)...

200 pages | 130 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257364 Nov-2022 9783031094798 £79.99

The Soils of Oregon
Thor Thorson(Author), Chad McGrath(Author), Dean Moberg(Author), Matthew
Fillmore(Author), Steven Campbell(Author), Duane Lammers(Author), James G
Bockheim(Author)
This book is the only comprehensive summary of the natural resources of Oregon and adds to
World Soil Book Series state-level collection. Due to broad latitudinal and elevation differences,
Oregon has an exceptionally diverse climate, which exerts a...

545 pages | 197 colour & 32 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257390 2022 9783030900908 £119.99

Encyclopedia of Inland Waters (4-Volume Set)
Klement Tockner(Editor), Thomas Mehner(Editor)
Encyclopedia of Inland Waters, second edition, focuses on a variety of key areas surrounding
inland waters, from the distribution of water on Earth to the properties of water, including the
hydrologic cycle, the physics of water movement in lakes and...

3284 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, tables | Academic Press

Hardback #257371 2022 9780128191668 £1408.00

The Earth System and Evolution of Life
Shigenori Maruyama(Author), Madhava Warrier Santosh(Author)
During the last 200 years since Geology has been established as an integrated science, nearly
the same duration as modern Biology, our understanding of the Earth has taken great leaps
forward through the works of several experts, and by contributions...

310 pages | 200 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #204650 Nov-2022 9789048190478 £69.99

Geologic Structures of the Arctic Basin
Alexey L Piskarev(Editor), Victor A Poselov(Editor), Valery D Kaminsky(Editor)
This book contains the most complete description of the geologic and geophysical data of the
structure of Arctic Basin including structures of the earth's crust, crustal and acoustic
basement, and sedimentary cover. The book includes information...

375 pages | 232 colour & 23 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #257199 2018 9783030085261 £74.99
Hardback #240870 2018 9783319777412 £109.99

Tuzo
The Unlikely Revolutionary of Plate Tectonics
Nick Eyles(Author)
Your home is not where it was last night, and it will be in a different place tomorrow. This is the
result of plate tectonics, a process most of us accept without hesitation today, but whose
discovery was a true revolution that forever changed how we...

288 pages | 54 colour & 70 b/w illustrations, 46 colour maps | University
of Toronto Press

Paperback #256588 Nov-2022 9781487524579 £32.99
Hardback #256587 Nov-2022 9781487563608 £62.99

The Blue Commons
Rescuing the Economy of the Sea
Guy Standing(Author)
The sea provides more than half the oxygen we breathe, food for billions of people and
livelihoods for hundreds of millions. But giant corporations are plundering the world's oceans,
aided by global finance and complicit states, following the...

432 pages | Pelican

Hardback #257170 Jul-2022 £21.99

Natural Landmarks of Arizona
David A Yetman(Author)
Natural Landmarks of Arizona celebrates the vast geological past of Arizona's natural
monuments through the eyes of a celebrated storyteller who has called Arizona home for most
of his life. David Yetman shows us how Arizona's most iconic...

224 pages | University of Arizona Press

Paperback #257235 2021 9780816542451 £21.50

A Blue New Deal
Why We Need a New Politics for the Ocean
Chris Armstrong(Author)
An urgent account of the state of our oceans today – and what we must do to protect them.The
ocean sustains life on our planet, from absorbing carbon to regulating temperatures, and, as
we exhaust the resources to be found on land, it is...

272 pages | 12 b/w illustrations, 3 maps | Yale University Press

Hardback #257316 2022 9780300259742 £19.99

Iron Formations as Palaeoenvironmental Archives
Kaarel Mänd(Author), Leslie J Robbins(Author), Noah J Planavsky(Author), Andrey
Bekker(Author), Kurt O Konhauser(Author)
Ancient iron formations – iron and silica-rich chemical sedimentary rocks that formed
throughout the Precambrian aeons – provide a significant part of the evidence for the modern
scientific understanding of palaeoenvironmental conditions...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #257347 2022 9781108995290 £14.99

The Changing Earth
Exploring Geology and Evolution
James S Monroe(Author), Reed Wicander(Author)
The Changing Earth: Exploring Geology and Evolution, seventh edition, is written specifically
for courses covering both physical and historical geology. Three interrelated themes (plate
tectonics, organic evolution, and geologic time) help students...

736 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Brooks/Cole Publishing
Company

Paperback #257349 2014 9781285733418 £78.99
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Wildlife Management

Environmental & Social Studies

Colorado Rocks!
A Guide to Geologic Sites in the Centennial State
Magdalena Sandoval Donahue(Author), Marli B Miller(Author)
These 50 well-chosen sites – many on every geologist's bucket list – span Colorado's geologic
history from 1.7-billion-year-old rocks of the Black Canyon to the constantly shifting landscape
of the Great Sand Dunes. The...

144 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Mountain
Press Publishing Company

Paperback #257350 2021 9780878427055 £25.99

New Mexico Rocks!
A Guide to Geologic Sites in the Land of Enchantment
Nathalie Brandes(Author), Paul Brandes(Photographer)
To discover geologic treasures in the Land of Enchantment, all that is required is a good map,
a sense of adventure, and New Mexico Rocks, a guide to 60 of the state's most compelling
geologic sites. More than any other state except Hawaii, New...

152 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Mountain
Press Publishing Company

Paperback #257351 2021 9780878427048 £25.99

Assessing the Antarctic Environment from a Climate Change Perspective
An Integrated Approach
Neloy Khare(Editor)
The present book covers diversified contributions addressing the impact of climate change on
the Antarctic environment. It covers the reconstruction of environmental changes using
different proxies. The chapters focus on the glacial history, glacial...

359 pages | 108 colour & 30 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257444 2021 9783030870775 £109.99

Global Plant Invasions
David R Clements(Editor), Mahesh K Upadhyaya(Editor), Srijana Joshi(Editor), Anil K
Shrestha(Editor)
Invasive species have inspired concern for many reasons, including economic and
environmental impacts in specific jurisdictions within particular countries. However, it is
apparent that for some invasive plant species, political borders offer only...

381 pages | 22 colour & 16 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257292 2022 9783030896836 £199.99

Small World Big Ideas
Eco-Activists for Change
Satish Kumar(Editor), Franny Armstrong(Contributor), Bob Brown(Contributor), Deepak
Chopra(Contributor), Timothy Flannery(Contributor), Dame Jane Goodall(Contributor), Polly
Higgins(Contributor), Caroline Lucas(Contributor), Bill McKibben(Contributor), Carlo
Petrini(Contributor), Vandana Shiva(Contributor)
Small World, Big Ideas collects twelve of the most inspiring and courageous activists together
to share their stories and present an inspiring vision of what each of us can do to build a better
world today. There's an activist in all of us, and...

208 pages | b/w photos | Aurum Press

Paperback #257306 2022 9780711275379 £9.99

Climate Change in Human History
Prehistory to the Present
Benjamin Lieberman(Author), Elizabeth Gordon(Author)
Climate Change in Human History provides a concise introduction to the relationship between
human beings and climate change throughout history.Starting hundreds of thousands of years
ago and going up to the present day, this book illustrates how...

336 pages | 20 b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury
imprint)

Paperback #257367 2022 9781350170339 £21.99
Hardback #257366 2022 9781350170346 £64.99

Hot Mess
What on Earth Can We Do about Climate Change?
Matt Winning(Author)
Dr Matt Winning is a stand-up comedian and environmental economist with a PhD in climate
change policy, which means he's the sort of doctor who will rush to your side if you fall ill on a
plane, but only to berate you for flying.We are currently...

368 pages | Headline Book Publishing

Paperback #257322 Jun-2022 9781472276728 £9.99
Hardback #255658 2021 9781472276681 £16.99

Climate Consciousness and Environmental Activism in Composition
Writing to Save the World
Joseph R Lease(Editor)
Now more than ever – in a time when Americans still do not believe that humans are the
primary cause of Earth's climate change crisis, the burden on educators to inform, challenge,
and motivate students about sustainability is greater than...

224 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257136 2020 9781498528849 £30.99
Hardback #257135 2022 9781498528825 £72.99

Climatenomics
Washington, Wall Street and the Economic Battle to Save Our Planet
Bob Keefe(Author), Tom Steyer(Foreword By)
The battle against climate change is no longer just an environmental or social issue. As
shareholders demand corporations protect assets against climate change and the economic
impact of environmental disasters suck billions of dollars out of the...

256 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257146 Jul-2022 9781538168882 £14.99

Growth for Good
Reshaping Capitalism to Save Humanity from Climate Catastrophe
Alessio Terzi(Author)
From the front lines of economics and policymaking, a compelling case that economic growth
is a force for good and a blueprint for enrolling it in the fight against climate change.Economic
growth is wrecking the planet. It's the engine driving...

368 pages | 16 b/w illustrations, 2 tables | Harvard University Press

Hardback #257149 2022 9780674258426 £23.95
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Meatsplaining
The Animal Agriculture Industry and the Rhetoric of Denial
Jason Hannan(Editor), David Nibert(Foreword By)
The animal agriculture industry, like other profit-driven industries, aggressively seeks to shield
itself from public scrutiny. To that end, it uses a distinct set of rhetorical strategies to deflect
criticism. These tactics are fundamental to modern...

334 pages | Sydney University Press

Paperback #257160 2020 9781743327104 £30.99

Rooted
Stories of Life, Land and a Farming Revolution
Sarah Langford(Author)
A fascinating personal account of a revolution in British farmingSarah Langford had left her
country roots behind to live and work in the city as a barrister. But when she found herself
moving to the countryside, back to an agricultural life she had...

336 pages | Viking Books

Hardback #257171 Jul-2022 9780241503744 £16.99

Forestry and Woodland Management on Farms and Rural Estates: 2021
David Lewis(Author)
Most farms or rural estates have areas of woodland, either in the form of shelterbelts or
spinneys, or larger woods or forests. Written in an easy-to-read style, this short book is aimed
at landowners and is also suitable for anyone with an interest...

28 pages | 10 b/w photos | Packard Publishing

Paperback #257176 2021 9781853411670 £5.99

Climate Change and Microbial Ecology
Jürgen Marxsen(Editor)
The distribution and function of microorganisms are of crucial importance for the flow of matter
in the Earth's biogeochemical cycles. Effects of microbial communities on the carbon and
nitrogen cycles are particularly important for producing...

214 pages | Caister Academic Press

Paperback #257203 2016 9781910190319 £225.00

Climate Change and Microbial Ecology
Current Research and Future Trends
Jürgen Marxsen(Editor)
The distribution and function of microorganisms are of crucial importance for the Earth's
biogeochemical cycles. Effects of microbial communities on the carbon and nitrogen cycles are
particularly important for climate gases. These biogeochemical...

564 pages | Caister Academic Press

Hardback #257204 2020 9781913652579 £285.00

The Green Years, 1964-1976
When Democrats and Republicans United to Repair the Earth
Gregg Coodley(Author), David Sarasohn(Author), Ron Wyden(Foreword By)
In The Green Years, 1964-1976, Gregg Coodley and David Sarasohn offer the first
comprehensive history of the period when the United States created the legislative, legal, and
administrative structures for environmental protection that are still in...

375 pages | University Press of Kansas

Hardback #257231 2021 9780700632343 £42.95

Sixty Harvests Left
How to Reach a Nature-Friendly Future
Philip Lymbery(Author)
Taking its title from a chilling warning made by the United Nations that the world's soils could
be gone within a lifetime, Sixty Harvests Left uncovers how the food industry threatens our
world. Put simply, without soils there will be no food:...

400 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #257262 Aug-2022 9781526619327 £24.99

From Anger to Action
Inside the Global Movements for Social Justice, Peace, and a Sustainable Planet
Ben Jackson(Author), Harriet Lamb(Author)
From Anger to Action tells the stories of the citizens' movements charting new paths to tackle
the big global challenges that lie behind the political upheavals of our times. Drawing on
candid insights from citizens, activists, and innovators,...

224 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257265 2021 9781538141328 £22.99

Nomad Century
How to Survive the Climate Upheaval
Gaia Vince(Author)
We are facing a species emergency. With every degree of temperature rise, a billion people
will be displaced from the zone in which humans have lived for thousands of years. While we
must do everything we can to mitigate the impact of climate change,...

176 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #257267 Aug-2022 9780241522318 £19.99

On Thin Ice
The Inuit, the State, and the Challenge of Arctic Sovereignty
Barry Scott Zellen(Author), Edward Struzik(Afterword by)
On Thin Ice explores the relationship between the Inuit and the modern state in the vast but
lightly populated North American Arctic. It chronicles the aspiration of the Inuit to participate in
the formation and implementation of diplomatic and...

270 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257271 2009 9780739132784 £36.99

Sustainability Fact Check
Ecological Crises and Resource Consumption under the Microscope
Thomas Unnerstall(Author)
Humans are overexploiting nature, consuming too much energy, too many raw materials, too
much land. In short, the current economic and lifestyle patterns of mankind, especially here in
the West, are not sustainable.Who would disagree with this...

278 pages | 70 colour & 7 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #257275 Aug-2022 9783662655573 £24.99

Unstable Ground
Climate Change, Conflict, and Genocide
Alex Alvarez(Author)
Unstable Ground looks at the human impact of climate change and its potential to provoke
some of the most troubling crimes against humanity – ethnic conflict, war, and genocide. Alex
Alvarez provides an essential overview of what science has...

232 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257307 2021 9781538161517 £20.99
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History & Other Humanities

Green Energy
How to Build a Sustainable Future
Nicole Kobie(Author), WIRED(Author)
Fossil fuels may be keeping the world running, but they're also destroying the planet. What
viable alternatives do we have, and what technological breakthroughs are on the horizon?In
this brilliantly wide-ranging, one-stop guide WIRED journalist...

224 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #257311 2022 9781847943293 £8.99

Nuclear Weapons and the Environment
An Ecological Case for Non-proliferation
John Perry(Author)
In Nuclear Weapons and the Environment, John Perry highlights the environmental damage
caused by nuclear device testing. The failure of the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty and the
continued proliferation of nuclear weapons is a grave risk to not only...

190 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257313 2021 9781793602831 £72.99

Speed & Scale
An Action Plan for Solving Our Climate Crisis Now
John Doerr(Author), Ryan Panchadsaram(Contributor)
In 2006, John Doerr was moved by Al Gore's An Inconvenient Truth and a challenge from his
teenage daughter: "Dad, your generation created this problem. You better fix it." Since then,
Doerr has searched for solutions to this existential...

448 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #257317 2021 9780593420478 £14.99

Why Climate Breakdown Matters
Rupert Read(Author)
Climate change and the destruction of the earth is the most urgent issue of our time. We are
hurtling towards the end of civilisation as we know it. With an unflinching honest approach,
Rupert Read asks us to face up to the fate of the planet. This...

232 pages | Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury imprint)

Paperback #257321 Aug-2022 9781350212015 £19.99
Hardback #257320 Aug-2022 9781350212022 £64.99

Social Sustainability, Past and Future
Undoing Unintended Consequences for the Earth's Survival
Sander van der Leeuw(Author)
n Social Sustainability, Past and Future, Sander Van der Leeuw examines how the modern
world has been caught in a socio-economic dynamic that has generated the conundrum of
sustainability. Combining the methods of social science and complex systems...

350 pages | 33 colour & 72 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #257330 2020 9781108498692 £78.99

Touring the Climate Crisis
Saving the Earth Around the World
Osseily Hanna(Author)
Osseily Hanna invites readers to join him on his 6-year journey across 32 countries to hear
from the people fighting climate change locally, and what they are doing to beat it.In Touring
the Climate Crisis: Saving the Earth Around the World, Osseily...

288 pages | colour photos | Rowman & Littlefield

Hardback #257341 2021 9781538149461 £27.99

Portland's Good Life
Sustainability and Hope in an American City
R Bruce Stephenson(Author)
Iconic urbanist Lewis Mumford stressed the role of a well-constructed city in the development
of the good life, championing pedestrian-scaled, sustainable cities. In Portland's Good Life, R.
Bruce Stephenson examines how Portland, the one city in...

276 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257377 2021 9781793614575 £80.99

The ABCs of Environmental Regulation
Albert I Telsey(Author)
This popular handbook simplifies the complex world of environmental law and regulations so
you can quickly see which ones impact your job, project, or course of study. This quick guide
provides:- Easy to read research on a huge amount of...

364 pages | Bernan Press

Paperback #257383 2021 9781636710150 £80.99

The Hydrogen Revolution
A Blueprint for the Future of Clean Energy
Marco Alverà(Author)
Picture this: It's 2050. The looming shadow of climate change is finally receding. The planet's
temperature is stabilising. Rainforests and coral reefs beginning to thrive once more. We are
returning to equilibrium with nature. According to...

304 pages | Hodder & Stoughton

Paperback #257450 Aug-2022 9781529360318 £10.99
Hardback #257449 2021 9781529360271 £19.99

The Last Lost World
Ice Ages, Human Origins, and the Invention of the Pleistocene
Lydia V Pyne(Author), Stephen J Pyne(Author)
The Pleistocene is the epoch of geologic time closest to our own. It’s a time of ice ages, global
migrations, and mass extinctions – of woolly rhinos, mammoths, giant ground sloths, and not
least early species of Homo. It’s the...

320 pages | illustrations | Penguin Books (US)

Paperback #257138 2013 9780143123422 £23.99

The Pyrocene
How We Created an Age of Fire, and What Happens Next
Stephen J Pyne(Author)
A dramatic reorientation of humanity's relationship with fireThe Pyrocene tells the story of what
happened when a fire-wielding species, humanity, met an especially fire-receptive time in
Earth's history. Since terrestrial life first...

204 pages | 9 b/w photos and 4 b/w illustrations | University of California
Press

Paperback #257123 Aug-2022 9780520391635 £17.99
Hardback #253271 2021 9780520383586 £20.99

Wild
Aesthetics of the Dangerous and Endangered
Solveig Bøe(Editor), Hege Charlotte Faber(Editor), Eivind Kasa(Editor)
In this interdisciplinary work, philosophers from different specialisms connect with the notion of
the wild today and interrogate how it is mediated through the culture of the Anthropocene. They
make use of empirical material like specific artworks,...

288 pages | 70 b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury
imprint)

Hardback #256477 Nov-2022 9781350099449 £84.99
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The Forest in Medieval German Literature
Ecocritical Readings from a Historical Perspective
Albrecht Classen(Author)
By pursuing an ecocritical reading, The Forest in Medieval German Literature examines
passages in medieval German texts where protagonists operated in the forest and found
themselves either in conflictual situations or in refuge. By probing the way...

254 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257129 2019 9780739195208 £31.99
Hardback #257128 2015 9780739195185 £87.99

Awful Splendour
A Fire History of Canada
Stephen J Pyne(Author), Graeme Wynn(Foreword By)
Fire is a defining element in Canadian land and life. With few exceptions, Canada's forests and
prairies have evolved with fire. Its peoples have exploited fire and sought to protect themselves
from its excesses, and since Confederation, the...

584 pages | 21 b/w illustrations, 6 b/w maps, 8 tables | University of
British Columbia Press

Paperback #257134 2008 9780774813921 £32.99

The Great Ages of Discovery
How Western Civilization Learned About a Wider World
Stephen J Pyne(Author)
For more than 600 years, Western civilization has relied on exploration to learn about a wider
world and universe. The Great Ages of Discovery details the different eras of Western
exploration in terms of their locations, their intellectual contexts,...

336 pages | University of Arizona Press

Hardback #257137 2021 9780816541119 £37.50

Reading Aridity in Western American Literature
Jada Ach(Editor), Gary Reger(Editor), Tom Lynch(Foreword By)
In literary and cinematic representations, deserts often betoken collapse and dystopia. Reading
Aridity in Western American Literature offers readings of literature set in the American
Southwest from ecocritical and new materialist perspectives. This...

308 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257142 2020 9781793622013 £91.99

Rethinking Nathaniel Hawthorne and Nature
Pastoral Experiments and Environmentality
Steven Petersheim(Author)
A friend and associate of the Transcendentalists in Concord, Nathaniel Hawthorne has rarely
been taken seriously as a writer interested in the natural world. This book seeks to redress this
omission by elucidating the sense of environmentality that...

246 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257151 2022 9781498581196 £30.99
Hardback #257150 2020 9781498581172 £76.99

The End of the Anthropocene
Ecocriticism, the Universal Ecosystem, and the Astropocene
Michael J Gormley(Author)
In The End of the Anthropocene: Ecocriticism, the Universal Ecosystem, and the Astropocene,
Michael J. Gormley examines literary imaginings of the Anthropocene's end and the
Astropocene's beginning – when humans are no longer bound to...

206 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257157 2021 9781498594059 £72.99

Animal Death
Jay Johnston(Editor), Fiona Probyn-Rapsey(Editor)
Animal death is a complex, uncomfortable, depressing, motivating and sensitive topic. For
those scholars participating in human-animal studies, it is – accompanied by the concept of
'life' – the ground upon which their studies...

330 pages | 9 colour & 18 b/w illustrations | Sydney University Press

Paperback #257161 2020 9781743326985 £34.99

Environmental and Animal Abuse Denial
Averting Our Gaze
Tomaž Grušovnik(Editor), Reingard Spannring(Editor), Karen Lykke Syse(Editor)
The staggering rate of environmental pollution and animal abuse despite constant efforts to
educate the public and raise awareness challenges the prevailing belief that the absence of
serious action is a consequence of a poorly informed public. In...

242 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257162 2020 9781793610461 £76.99

Advocates for Animals
An Inside Look at Some of the Extraordinary Efforts to End Animal Suffering
Lori B Girshick(Author), Gene Baur(Foreword By)
With over 65 per cent of households having a pet, and Americans spending over $60 billion on
them each year, it's a proven statistic that Americans love animals. Public opinions consistently
show we favour compassion for all animals. Animal...

260 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257169 2019 9781538127469 £19.99
Hardback #257168 2017 9781442253193 £31.99

A Life for Animals
Christine Townend(Author), Peter Singer(Foreword By)
A Life for Animals is the story of a life devoted to a radical idea: that animals should be treated
with dignity and respect.Christine Townend founded Animal Liberation Australia in 1976 after
reading Peter Singer's book of the same name. Despite...

378 pages | Sydney University Press

Paperback #257173 2017 9781743325339 £23.99

Flora's Fieldworkers
Women and Botany in Nineteenth-Century Canada
Ann Shteir(Editor), Suzanne Zeller(Afterword by)
When Catharine Parr Traill came to Upper Canada in 1832 as a settler from England, she
brought along with her ties to British botanical culture. Nonetheless, when she arrived she
encountered a new natural landscape and, like other women chronicled in...

608 pages | plates with colour photos; 87 b/w photos, 2 tables | McGill-
Queens University Press

Hardback #257194 Jul-2022 9780228011125 £47.99

Just Fodder
The Ethics of Feeding Animals
Josh Milburn(Author)
Animal lovers who feed meat to other animals are faced with a paradox: perhaps fewer animals
would be harmed if they stopped feeding the ones they love. Animal diets do not raise
problems merely for individuals. To address environmental crises,...

232 pages | 1 table | McGill-Queens University Press

Paperback #257197 Jul-2022 9780228011514 £24.99
Hardback #257196 Jul-2022 9780228011354 £94.99
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Voices of Hope in the Struggle to Save the Planet
Marjorie Hope(Author), James Young(Author)
At the heart of the current global environmental crisis lie difficult moral choices, which are
central to religion. This book explores the connections between faith and ecology, seeking to
redefine and strengthen the bond between the two. Voices of...

377 pages | Apex Press

Paperback #257198 2001 9780945257974 £25.99

Fiction and the Sixth Mass Extinction
Narrative in an Era of Loss
Jonathan Elmore(Editor), Michael Fuchs(Contributor), Christy Tidwell(Contributor), Kristen
Figgins(Contributor), Bridgitte Barclay(Contributor), Erin DeYoung(Contributor), Allan
Rae(Contributor), Christina Lord(Contributor), Jenni G Halpin(Contributor)
Fiction and the Sixth Mass Extinction is one of the first works to focus specifically on fiction's
engagements with human-driven extinction. Drawing together a diverse group of scholars and
approaches, this volume pairs established voices in the...

178 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257233 2021 9781793619211 £30.99
Hardback #257232 2020 9781793619198 £72.99

Plants, Politics and Empire in Ancient Rome
Annalisa Marzano(Author)
Plants, Politics and Empire in Ancient Rome investigates the cultural and political dimension of
Roman arboriculture and the associated movement of plants from one corner of the empire to
the other. It uses the convergent perspectives offered by...

380 pages | 10 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #257269 Oct-2022 9781009100663 £89.99

Through a Vet’s Eyes
How We Can All Choose a Better Life for Animals
Sean Wensley(Author), Miranda Krestovnikoff(Foreword By)
Dr Sean Wensley is an award-winning vet and lifelong naturalist who has contributed to animal
welfare and conservation projects all over the world. His debut book is about how we can
choose a better life for animals, from the chickens we eat to the...

368 pages | Gaia Books

Hardback #257314 2022 9781856754743 £19.99

Science in the Media
Popular Images and Public Perceptions
Paul R Brewer(Author), Barbara L Ley(Author)
This timely and accessible text shows how portrayals of science in popular media – including
television, movies, and social media – influence public attitudes around messages from the
scientific community, affect the kinds of research...

264 pages | 33 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #257336 2021 9781032033990 £34.99
Hardback #257335 2021 9781032041391 £120.00

A World Otherwise
Environmental Praxis in Minamata
Yuki Miyamoto(Author)
In her book A World Otherwise: Environmental Praxis in Minamata, Yuki Miyamoto examines
the struggles of those suffering from Minamata disease, eponymous with the Japanese city in
which a Chisso factory released methylmercury into the Shiranui Sea,...

184 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257378 2021 9781793643605 £72.99

Confronting Animal Abuse
Law, Criminology, and Human-Animal Relationships
Piers Beirne(Author)
Confronting Animal Abuse presents a powerful examination of the human-animal relationship
and the laws designed to protect it. Piers Beirne, a leading scholar in the growing field of green
criminology, explores the heated topic of animal abuse in...

256 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257389 2009 9780742547445 £36.99
Hardback #257388 2009 9780742547438 £99.99

Ernst Haeckel: Ausgewählte Briefwechsel, Band 13: Amtskorrespondenz, Universität
Jena 1860–1916 [Selected Correspondence, Volume 13: Official Correspondence,
University of Jena 1860–1916]
Ernst Haeckel(Author)
The Jena zoologist Ernst Haeckel is one of the most important, but also one of the most
controversial natural scientists of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. As an enthusiastic
supporter of Darwin, he worked on the continuation and...

783 pages | 16 plates with b/w photos; 36 b/w photos, 3 b/w illustrations |
Franz Steiner Verlag

Hardback #257399 2022 9783515126335 £180.00

Ernst Haeckel: Ausgewählte Briefwechsel, Band 3: Familienkorrespondenz, April 1857
bis März 1859 [Selected Correspondence, Volume 3: Family Correspondence, April
1857 to March 1859]
Ernst Haeckel(Author), Roman Göbel(Editor), Gerhard Müller(Editor), Claudia Taszus(Editor),
Thomas Bach(Contributor), Jens Pahnke(Contributor), Kathrin Polenz(Contributor)
The Jena zoologist Ernst Haeckel is one of the most important, but also one of the most
controversial natural scientists of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. As an enthusiastic
supporter of Darwin, he worked on the continuation and...

601 pages | 30 plates with 37 colour illustrations; 18 b/w photos | Franz
Steiner Verlag

Hardback #257400 2020 9783515120227 £180.00

Disability and the Environment in American Literature
Toward an Ecosomatic Paradigm
Matthew JC Cella(Editor)
This book includes a collection of essays that explore the relationship between Disability
Studies and literary ecocriticism, particularly as this relationship plays out in American
literature and culture. The contributors to this collection operate...

186 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257402 2016 9781498513975 £67.99

Carceral Logics
Human Incarceration and Animal Captivity
Lori Gruen(Editor), Justin F Marceau(Editor)
Carceral logics permeate our thinking about humans and nonhumans. We imagine that greater
punishment will reduce crime and make society safer. We hope that more convictions and
policing for animal crimes will keep animals safe and elevate their...

280 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #257411 2022 9781108843584 £94.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

Palaeontology

Portuguese Literature and the Environment
Victor K Mendes(Editor), Patrícia Vieira(Editor)
Portuguese Literature and the Environment explores the relationship between Portuguese
literature and the environment from Medieval times to the present. From the centrality of nature
in Medieval poetry, through the bucolic verse of the Renaissance,...

244 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257412 2019 9781498595377 £76.99

Feminist Ecocriticism
Environment, Women, and Literature
Douglas A Vakoch(Editor)
Feminist Ecocriticism examines the interplay of women and nature as seen through literary
theory and criticism, drawing on insights from such diverse fields as chaos theory and
psychoanalysis, while examining genres ranging from nineteenth-century...

168 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257418 2014 9780739193006 £37.99
Hardback #257417 2012 9780739176825 £77.99

An Island in the Stream
Ecocritical and Literary Responses to Cuban Environmental Culture
David Taylor(Editor), Scott Slovic(Editor), Armando Fernandez Soriano(Editor)
An Island in the Stream, a collaboration between Cuban and American writers and scholars, is
a diverse collection of ecocritical and literary responses to the natural environment in Cuba and
to Cuban environmental culture. The chapters explore...

168 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Lexington Books

Paperback #257423 2021 9781498599184 £30.99
Hardback #257422 2019 9781498599160 £72.99

Dwellings of Enchantment
Writing and Reenchanting the Earth
Bénédicte Meillon(Editor)
Dwellings of Enchantment: Writing and Reenchanting the Earth offers ecocritical and ecopoetic
readings that focus on multispecies dwellings of enchantment and reenchant our rapport with
the more-than-human world. It sheds light on the marvelous...

394 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257431 2020 9781793631596 £95.99

Explorations in Ecocriticism
Advocacy, Bioregionalism, and Visual Design
Paul Lindholdt(Author)
A chief innovation of Explorations in Ecocriticism is to push ecological criticism beyond its
focus on literary studies to engage with other arts and culture. One chapter closely examines
the pictures commissioned by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation to...

246 pages | b/w photos | Lexington Books

Hardback #257438 2015 9780739194980 £78.99

Modernism and the Anthropocene
Material Ecologies of Twentieth-Century Literature
Jon Hegglund(Editor), John McIntyre(Editor)
Modernism and the Anthropocene explores twentieth-century literature as it engages with the
non-human world across a range of contexts. From familiar modernist works by D.H. Lawrence
and Hart Crane to still-emergent genres like comics and speculative...

264 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257445 2021 9781498555388 £76.99

Reading Cats and Dogs
Companion Animals in World Literature
Françoise Besson(Editor), Zélia M Bora(Editor), Marianne Marroum(Editor), Scott
Slovic(Editor), Kev Reynolds(Preface By)
Throughout the world, people spend much of their time with animal companions of various
kinds, frequently with cats and dogs. What meanings do we make of these relationships? In the
ecocritical collection Reading cats and Dogs, a diverse array of...

300 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257451 2020 9781793611062 £84.99

Genetics and the Behavior of Domestic Animals
Temple Grandin(Editor)
Genetics and the Behavior of Domestic Animals, third edition offers the latest and most
valuable information on animal science and behavioural genetics, carrying on the book's
legacy since its original publication in 1998. This book synthesizes...

496 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Hardback #257280 Jun-2022 9780323857529 £91.95

The Code Breaker
Jennifer Doudna, Gene Editing, and the Future of the Human Race
Walter Isaacson(Author)
The bestselling author of Leonardo da Vinci and Steve Jobs returns with a gripping account of
how Nobel Prize winner Jennifer Doudna and her colleagues launched a revolution that will
allow us to cure diseases, fend off viruses, and have healthier...

560 pages | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #254452 2022 9781398518605 £12.99
Hardback #253377 2021 9781398502314 £29.99

Parasites
The Inside Story
Scott Lyell Gardner(Author), Judy Diamond(Author), Gabor R Rácz(Author), Brenda
Lee(Illustrator)
Parasites: The Inside Story looks at the weird and wonderful world of parasites, the most
abundant form of life on Earth. Parasites come in all forms and sizes and inhabit every free-
living organism. Parasitism is now, and always has been, a way...

232 pages | 29 colour photos, 55 b/w illustrations, 4 maps | Princeton
University Press

Hardback #256126 Nov-2022 9780691206875 £19.99

Microbiomes: A Very Short Introduction
Angela E Douglas(Author)
The term 'microbiomes' encapsulates an important scientific breakthrough of recent years. This
is the realization that humans, other animals, and plants harbour communities of
microorganisms which are mostly beneficial but can occasionally...

160 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #256870 Nov-2022 9780198870852 £8.99
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Mycology

Giants of the Lost World
Dinosaurs and Other Extinct Monsters of South America
Donald R Prothero(Author)
More than a hundred years ago, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle wrote a novel called The Lost World
with the exciting premise that dinosaurs and other prehistoric beasts still ruled in South
America. Little did Conan Doyle know, there were terrifying monsters...

190 pages | 16 plates with colour photos and colour illustrations; b/w
photos, b/w illustrations | Smithsonian Books

Paperback #257147 2022 9781588345622 £16.99

Climate Change and Life
The Complex Co-evolution of Climate and Life on Earth, and Beyond
Gabriel Filippelli(Author)
Climate Change and Life: The Complex Co-evolution of Climate and Life on Earth, and Beyond
covers the critical tectonic and biogeochemical cycles that drive climate and shape the modern
world. It compares the history of Earth to the histories of...

200 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #257408 Nov-2022 9780128225684 £104.00

Flora Fungorum Sinicorum, Volume 53 [Chinese]
Inocybaceae
Bau Tolgor(Author)
This volume describes four genera and 125 taxa of Inocybaceae fungi distributed in China,
including 108 species and 17 varieties or variants, and provides line drawings, information on
the ecology of some species, and clour pictures and scanning...

251 pages | 26 plates with colour & b/w photos; b/w line drawings |
Science Press

Hardback #257246 2022 9787030718167 £130.00
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